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Abstract 
The 5' regulatory region of the StrogyZocmtrotus purpuratus cytoskeletal actin 
gene, CyIIIa, contains a 150 bp inverted interspersed repeat. The center of the inverted 
repeats contains binding sites for a 12 zinc finger DNA binding protein; SpZ12-1. This 
repeat was also found in the flanking region of the genes for two factors; SpZ2-1 and 
SpP3A2 which bind to the CyIIIa promoter. The high degree of conservation of the 
repeats is indicative of potential protein binding sites. Gel-shift assays using sea urchin egg 
cytoplasmic extracts revealed a second binding activity, on a separate region of the repeat, 
for a protein which we later identified as the sea urchin homologue of the 70 kD subunit of 
replication factor A , SpRFA-70. 
Replication factor A is a well known single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding 
protein that is required for DNA replication (Kim et al., Mol. Cell. Biol. 12,3050-3059, 
1992). We demonstrate that in addition to its non-specific affinity for ssDNA, SpRFA-70 
has a high sequence specific binding affintiy for double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). The 
equilibrium constant (K, ) for SpWA-70 binding to ssDNA is 1.7 xlO1° M" and the K, 
for binding to the specific dsDNA site is 1 . 8 ~  lo9 M-' as determined by protein excess 
titration. Quantitative gel retardation assays reveal that the SpRFA-70 dsDNA binding 
activity is two orders of magnitude more prevalent per egg than per whole embryo at 24 
hours. These data suggest that SpRFA-70 functions as a regulatory factor predominantly 
in the egg and early embryo. 
A genomic library was screened with short oligo probes to determine the number 
of sites for the DNA binding factors SpZ12-1 and SpRFA-70. The results of this screen 
indicate there are -460 SpRFA-70 sites and -318 SpZl2-1 sites. These sites match to a 
consensus sequence by >80%. There are 40-80 instances where these sites occur 
together. This is 30 fold higher than would be expected by random association. The 
distance between the two binding sites is also conserved. This arrangement is the same as 
that which occurs in the CyIIIa regulatory region. That this configuration is so conserved 
implies a potential regulatory interaction for these two factors. 
v 
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Introduction 
Identification of small specific sequence sites in cloned DNA libraries 
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This in~oduction sets the stage for the chapters that follow. Various means of 
identifying sequences that are of interest in the study of development are described. Also 
discussed is a method of short oligonucleotide screening that was modified to identify, in 
the entire genome, multiple instances of important DNA sequences. The important 
parameters of this method will be detailed and a range of other possible uses will be 
outlined. 
The second chapter of this thesis deals with a novel use of specific sequence 
oligonucleotide screening. The quantity and quality of SpRFA-70/SpZ12- 1 repeat 
element copies in the genome of Slrongylocentrot~rs purpuratus is determined. The 
SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat is so named for the two DNA-binding proteins SpRFA-70 
(Ch.3) and SpZ12-1 (Wang et al., 1995) that bind to different sites in this repeat (Fig. 1). 
The SpRFA-70 region is referred to as the PI0 site or PI0 repeat in Chapters 2 and 3. 
The third chapter deals with the isolation and characterization of the protein that 
binds to a specific but as yet undetermined sequence in the SpRFA-70 region of the 
SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat. This protein turned out to be the sea urchin homologue of 
the replication factor A 70 kD subunit. Replication factor A (WA) is a three subunit 
protein that functions as a single-stranded DNA binding protein during replication (Kim el 
al., 1992). The relative affinity and the equilibrium constants were determined for 
SpRFA-70 binding to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and to single-stranded DNA 
(ssDNA). These data are compared with previously published data regarding the DNA 
binding capacities of human and yeast RFA-70. 
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Appendix 1 describes the application of the specific oligonucleotide screening 
method on a genome blot to determine the range of animal species that carry the two 
binding sites of the SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat family. The results are consistent with 
earlier findings that repeat families are conserved only among closely related species 
(Moore et al., 1978). A method for determining the function of a set of protein 
recognition sites from the 5' flanking region of the CyIIIa actin gene is described in 
Appendix 2. 
Why would it be usefirl to be able to recover nzultiple occlrrrelzces of a particular 
protein bindilzg site ill the gelzol~ze? 
It is generally accepted that gene regulation in development is a function of the 
coordinated expression of gene networks (Britten and Davidson, 197 1). Gene network 
studies require multiple members of the network in question to demonstrate their common 
or shared elements. To find the full range of regulatory proteins for these networks it will 
be essential to identify the sites of protein:DNA interaction. Once these sites have been 
identified this information can be used to look for additional copies of those sequences in 
the genome. By comparing the expression patterns of genes sharing various binding sites, 
those factors that are causal for the common expression patterns seen for the members of 
a particular battery of genes can be more easily identified. In other words, the appearance 
of a common binding site in the promoter regions of several genes that are related only on 
the basis of their temporal or spatial pattern of expression, could indicate that the shared 
factor is responsible for the similar behavior. Obviously, further testing using in situ 
hybridization and reporter constructs would be necessary to clarify the situation. It will 
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also become easier to identify the factors that act to specify the expression patterns of the 
various gene networks as more sequence data from promoter regions is accumulated. As 
an example of this, after a number of neuro-specifc gene transcripts were isolated 
researchers have been able to identify elements that contribute to their common expression 
patterns by comparisons of their regulatory regions (Schoenherr and Anderson, 1995). 
In this introductory chapter I describe a method for obtaining additional 
occurrences of previously identified short sequences sites, here specific protein binding 
sites in the genomic DNA, and I show how this method can be used to determine the 
number of these sites in the genome that are homologous within a designated criterion of 
homology. Most methods of identifying sites of protein:DNA interaction do not and can 
not directly identify additional genes or genomic regions that share common elements. 
This method does not rely on common expression patterns, on mutation studies or on 
extensive (=expensive) sequencing projects for the identification of additional sites of 
potential interaction for known DNA binding factors. It can be used to identify additional 
copies of any given sequence, of sufficient length, in the genome. 
Traditional nzethods zrsed to iden f i f y  protein binding sites 
There are several biochemical methods for identifying protein:DNA sites of 
interaction. 1) Reporter constructs using segments from the DNA 5' to a transcribed 
region are often used to define the segment of DNA flanking a transcribed region that is 
necessary and sufficient for correct expression of the particular gene. Additional mutation 
or deletion constructs can then be used to narrow down the exact location, identity and 
function of individual protein binding sites. 2) Studies using purified factors or nuclear 
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extracts can be used to identify protein binding sites on isolated genomic regions by gel- 
shift (The& et al., 1990) or by footprint analysis (Wang et al., 1995). 3) A set of 
potential binding sites for a protein can be isolated from a pool of degenerate 
oligonucleotides using an affinity column of purified protein attached to a resin and a cycle 
of PCR and gel-shift separations (Aufiero et a)., 1994). All of these biochemical methods 
require the prior identification of the gene and the isolation of the genomic region from 
which the gene is expressed. 
Genetic studies are another valuable method for the identification of potential 
protein binding sites but they require as a subsequent test one or more of the experiments 
mentioned above. Genetic evidence can lead to the identification of putative target genes 
for given nanscription factors. Identification of the specific target sites requires extensive 
comparisons of promoter regions and/or detailed in vitro mutagenesis studies. A difficulty 
in genetic screening for gene networks is the possibility that redundancies in regulatory 
mechanisms will mask the effect of the deletion of a particular gene product. Another 
important factor is that these methods require an organism in which genetic studies can be 
performed. 
A third method of identifying potential binding sites is computer assisted promoter 
comparison. This method does not require that the genes have similar patterns of 
expression that they be from the same organism or even from the same genus. In some 
cases, comparisons of flanking regions of genes from similar organisms or homologous 
genes can indicate potential binding sites, because of the selective restrictions on DNA 
sequences that interact with a regulatory protein. In theory and in practice such sites will 
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mutate more slowly as they require a corresponding change in the binding protein in order 
to maintain the proper function and will hence appear as conserved sequence islands. 
However, frequently the subtle base changes allowable at protein binding sites and the 
short recognition sequences make the task of identification of sites by homology alone 
nearly impossible. Not until a number of sites have been identified for a pmicular factor 
can the allowable substitutions be determined. Clearly there needs to be some direct 
means of identifying multiple transcripts that have common regulatory elements in their 
flanking DNA.. This work demonstrates the use of sequence specific oligonucleotide 
screening to isolate additional genomic regions containing identified protein binding sites. 
Short oligonucleotide screening of cloned DNA libraries 
For several years short oligonucleotide probes have been used to screen libraries in 
attempts to isolate clones for specific proteins or gene families (Wood et al., 1985, 
Honor6 et al., 1993). Typically the labeled probe consists of a set of degenerate 
oligonucleotides based on amino acid sequence from a conserved domain in homologous 
proteins or from amino acid sequence obtained from purified protein. These probes are 
hybridized to the target sequence under controlled conditions. The excess probe is 
removed by repeated washing steps with decreasing amounts of sodium chloride. This 
causes all but the most complementary probe:target hybrids to dissociate. The 
dissociation is a function of the melting temperature (T,) of the hybrid. In sodium 
chloride the T, is based on the length of the probe, the GC concentration of the probe and 
the molarity of the salt in the buffer. There are several difficulties in this method when 
using short probes. One difficulty is the increased effect of the base composition on the 
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T, with short synthetic probes. Due to the limited number of bases the GC percentage 
can drastically differ between the various probes in a degenerate mix making it very 
difficult to determine the correct melting temperature (T,). The GC percentage in longer 
probes tends to average out and usually ends up being closer to that of the average DNA 
of the organism (in sea urchin DNA the GC content is about 40% and is slightly higher in 
expressed sequences). 
To render the melting reaction in the wash steps length dependent only on probe 
length, reagents have been developed that eliminate the effects of base composition on the 
T,. Von Hippel's group has extensively investigated the use of two such reagents: 
tetraakylammonium (TAA) salts (Melchior and Von Hippel et al., 1973) and betaine 
(N,N,N-trimethylglycine, Rees et al., 1993). Both of these products enable the user to 
control the conditions of the hybridization or the washes. By doing so distinct numbers of 
allowable base pair mismatches or differences can be selected without regard to GC% of 
the probe or target sequence. 
The TAA salts that have been the most carefully studied are tetramethylammonium 
chloride (TMACL) and tetraethylammoniurn chloride (TEACL). TMACL does not effect 
the overall stability of the DNA hybrids as do longer side chain TAA salts, such as 
TEACL. The long side chain TAA salts destabilize the basepair stacking and so reduce 
the overall T, of the duplex by 30°C or more. The TAA salts reduce the effect of the 
GC% on T, by binding to the A:T base pairs. Experiments probing the B form of DNA 
with TMACL and TEACL analogs indicate that their binding to the DNA occurs in the 
major groove and that they associate with and stabilize A:T base pairs. This stabilization 
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results in the elimination of base composition effect on melting temperatures (Melchior 
and Von Hippel 1973). The increased preferential contact with the A:T base pairs is 
probably due to hydrophobic interactions with the methyl group on the thymidine base. 
The presence of TAA+ salts binding in the major groove is confirmed by experiments 
using DNA from a native strain of T4 phage, that has normally glucosylated dC residues in 
its DNA, and a mutant strain of T4 that does not have glucosylated DNA (Rees et al., 
1993). The glucosylated (hydroxymethyl) cytosine residues are known to fill the major 
groove of DNA. This occlusion inhibits the TAA+ salt from associating with the DNA as 
evidenced by a lack of stabilization of native T4 DNA. 
Betaine is believed to function in a manner similar to the TAA salts in reducing the 
effect of base composition on the T,. Betaine, like the long side chain TAA salts, reduces 
the T, by -2OoC. The mechanism of destabilization has not been specifically identified. 
The temperature decrease is probably due to the reduced polarity of the solvent (Rees et 
al., 1993). The duplex destabilization property of betaine and the long side chain TAA 
salts does not make them as suitable as TMACL for some purposes. In order to use small 
oligonucleotide probes the T, in the final wash solution must be well above room 
temperature. For longer probes and different situations the temperature reduction 
capacity of TEACL or betaine can be very useful to bring the working temperature range 
into more convenient limits. 
To illustrate the range of effective use for TMACL with different length 
oligonucleotides, the number of base pair mismatches allowed, before the duplex melts, 
has been plotted versus the blot wash temperature in a solution of 3M TMACL buffer 
(Fig. 2). The correlation between allowed mismatch and wash temperature is linear for 
each length Thus the T, is dependent on length only. The results in Chapter 2 
demonstrate that this correlation is very specific and exact. As the probe lengths increase 
past 100 bp the effect of length on the T, is less pronounced, as indicated by formula (1)  
in the legend to Fig. 2. This also reduces the effectiveness of the TMACL in eliminating 
the base composition effect. The procedure used in Ch 2 requires TMACL only in the 
wash steps. This is a variation from the methods described by others where TMACL is 
used in the hybridization and washing buffers (Wood et al., 1985, Honor6 et al., 1994). It 
proved not to be necessary to use TMACL in the hybridization buffer. Hybridization in 
standard conditions using 0.9 M NaCl buffer at T, -20°C, was sufficient for proper 
identification of target sites. The use of TMACL only in the wash steps allows greater 
control over the amount of probe left duplexed to the filter DNA. 
Oligonucleotide Probe Design 
Obviously specific sequence probes are relatively simple to design. The only 
factors to consider are the length and the prevalence of the particular sequence in the 
genome as discussed above. Degenerate oligonucleotide probes have several factors that 
make their use more difficult and challenging. To design a probe from homologous 
regions of DNA those positions that are the most highly conserved should be chosen as 
the basis for the probe. If the starting materials are proteins, then the additional factors of 
codon redundancy and codon usage of the organism under study must be considered. 
Choosing peptide sequences that have the fewest possible codon choices reduces the 
degeneracy of the probe, and therefore increases the actual amount of specific probe in the 
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final hybridization. A brief look at Figure 2 shows that increased probe length increases 
the specificity and the melting temperature. What is not shown however, is the increase in 
less than full-length probes that are produced in the synthesis of longer oligos. After 40 
synthesis cycles less than 50% of the starting strands will be completely elongated even if 
the rate of successful strand elongation is -98%. Another factor not included in the chat 
is the additional cost of longer probes. 
One of the additional benefits of using TMACL in this type of screening protocol 
is that the filters can be autoradiographed at any stage of the process and thus intermediate 
wash steps can be analyzed to show the various levels of conservation of the target site for 
the probe in use, whether it is a repeat fragment or a protein binding site. The washes can 
also be done empirically when the degree of similarity between the probe and target is 
unknown. The results are analyzed between washings until all of the probe has been 
removed. A genome blot can also be washed in this manner to determine the optimal 
conditions for screening a cloned DNA library. This is particularly important in cases 
where the exact sequence of the target is not known, such as in the case of homologous 
proteins from different species. This greatly reduces the chances of missing a clone due to 
excessively stringent washing of the filters. 
Additionally inosine can be substituted for positions where there is a high degree of 
degeneracy. Inosine is able to pair with A, C, and T in mild sodium buffer without 
problems~onor6 er al., 1993). Inosine also reduces the stability of the duplex as a whole 
thereby reducing the overall T, of the hybrid. In these cases the ability to wash in steps is 
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a necessity. The use of inosine also contributes to an increase in false positives obtained in 
the screening process. 
Specific short oligonucleotide probes 
Using specific sequence short oligonucleotide probes, genome blots or cloned 
DNA libraries can be tested directly for additional instances of any particular repeat family 
or known target site greater than -12 bases long. A sample flowchart of our protocol is 
outlined in Fig. 3. If the repeat family is highly prevalent (>1,000 copies), based on 
qualitative estimates from a genome blot, then the number of genomic clones that will be 
needed in the screen to isolate additional copies of the repeat is very low. 
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Organization of Thesis 
This introduction to the technology developed in my work constitutes Chapter 1. 
Chapter 2 describes the identification of the SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 inverted repeat 
element. This repeat element was initially identified as a conserved sequence that occurs in 
the cis-regulatory domain of the CyIIIa cytoskeletal actin gene and in the flanking 
sequences of the genes for two transcription factors that bind to the same target sites in 
the CyIIIa promoter; SpZ2-1 and Sp3A2. The number of copies of two different 
segments of the repeat is determined. The high frequency in which these two segments of 
the repeat occur together is a possible indication of a function for this combined site 
though each segment also occurs independently. The identification of a protein that binds 
with high affinity to a particular region of the repeat element is described. The quantity of 
protein in the egg and 24 hour embryo nucleus is compared. These findings are described 
in: Anderson et al., 1994 
Chapter 3 describes the chvracterization of a factor that binds to the SpRFA- 
70/SpZ12-1 inverted repeat element. Also described is the cloning of a cDNA that codes 
for this protein. We identify this protein as the sea urchin homologue of replication factor 
A 70 kD subunit (SpRFA-70). We demonstrate that it binds with high specificity to one 
particular section of the repeat. SpRFA-70 is shown to have both double- and single- 
stranded DNA binding activities. The discussion section of this chapter also summarizes 
the work that comprises this thesis. This paper is in preparation for publication. 
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Appendix 1 describes a search for the presence of the two regions of the SpRFA- 
70/SpZ12-1 repeat in the genomes of other organisms. Genomic DNAs from several sea 
urchin species as well as 15 other unrelated species were used to screen for these regions. 
Appendix 2 details a series of in vivo competition experiments in which various 
portions of the CyIIIa promoter region were co-injected with a reporter construct 
consisting of the CyIIIa control region fused to the CAT reporter protein coding 
sequence. This paper was published as Franks et a[., 1990 
Futare Prospects 
Several avenues of exploration have now opened up with regard to SpRFA-70 and 
the regulation of gene expression. One area which still requires some work is the 
identification of the actual binding site for SpRFA-70. This will require the cloning and 
expression in bacteria of all three subunits of the holoenzyme. Researchers using the 
human RFA have been successful at expressing all three subunits in the same bacterium 
using a common 7'7 promoter. With recombinant SpRFA it should be possible to obtain 
sufficient quantities of the factor to obtain a clear footprint. 
It would be interesting to see if, for any of genes for the three subunits, there is an 
SpRFA-'70 site in the upstream flanking regions. If present this would imply a self- 
regulatory mechanism and demonstrate at least one regulatory role for SpRFA-70. 
Preliminary work indicated that a clone containing coding region for SpZ12-1 has an 
SpZ12-1 site but not an SpRFA-70. Since little is known of the function of W A  in gene 
regulation, if all of the genes for the RFA subunits have RFA-70 sites in their control 
regions this set of genes might be an ideal network or battery on which to work. 
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Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the two regions of the SpRFA-70ISpZI2-I repeat. 
The gray area represents the region containing the SpRFA-70 binding site. The gray arrow 
above that section indicates the position and orientation of the 28 bp oligonucleotide 
probe used to detect that portion of the whole repeat. The specific binding site for 
SpRFA-70 is somewhere within the sequence of the probe. The black area represents the 
section containing the SpZ12-1 site. The black arrow below the SpZ12-1 region indicates 
the site and position of the 21 bp oligonucleotide probe used to detect this segment of the 
repeat. The exact location of binding for SpZ12-1 is indicated by the box. The same 
probes were used for PCR amplifications. 

Fig. 2 Number of allowed mismatched base pairs vs wash temperature. The lines 
show the decreasing number of allowed mismatches at the particular temperature for the 
indicated probe lengths. For specific length probes we use the following relations to 
calculate the number of allowable mismatches and the appropriate wash temperature: 
(') mismatch = [&] 0 (Tm - washtemp) 
[I00 0 mfrnatch 
(3) washtemp = 
T, is the melting temperature, and L is the length of the oligonucleotide. 
2 0 C  2 5 C  30C 35C 40°C 45°C SC 55C 60°C 65°C 70T 7 5 C  8 0 C  85C 
T MACL W a s  h T emperature 
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Fig. 3 Screening procedure flowchart During the wash steps, the detection of 
lower levels of homology is possible by autoradiography of the filters after intermediate 
temperature washes. It is important that the filters are not allowed to dry during any of 
these steps. Libraries should be plated at 20,000 colonies or plaques per plate. For 
genomic libraries 2- 3 genomic equivalents should be used for determining the number of 
copies per genome. 
Determine potential 
_*/ Platelibrxy@20,000 
colonies or plaques per plate 
Double lift from each plate 1 
Hybridize filters @ Tm - 20°C 1 Tm=P3"C - (60012) 
3" 2X @ 37" in TMACL Soln., 15 min. 
4" 2X @ 3'7+5O in TMACL Soln., 15 min. 
Multiple intermediate temperature washes 
can be done in steps to insure that all of the 
probe is not removed before reaching the 
final desired stringency 
1 
15" 2X @ Final Temp. in TMACL Soln. 1 
I 
IDO NOT DRY. Expose on film overnight ] 
f 
Perform or repeat colony/plaque screening 
until pure clones have been isolated. 
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Repeated sequence target sites for maternal DNA-binding 
proteins in genes activated in early sea urchin development 
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Repeated Sequence Target Sites for Maternal DNA-Binding Proteins 
in Genes Activated in Early Sea Urchin Development 
ROGER ANDERSON, ROY J. BRITTEN, AND ERIC H. DAVIDSON 
Diz*isio~, of Biolwy, 156-29, Cal$omtia Itutitate of Tech~tol~gy, Pasadena, C d g m i a  91125 
protein factor, initially referred to a s  "P6" (Calzone el 
This communication concerns a very highly conserved in- 
verted repeat sequence element that serves as a target site 
for a sea urchin maternal DNA-binding factor. The mater- 
nal factor is present in relatively large amounts in unfertil- 
ized eggs, but is about lOOX less prevalent per embryo in 
24-hr embryo nuclear extract. The inverted repeat target 
site is found in the regulatory domain of the CyIIIa  cyto- 
skeletal actin gene and also in two upstream genes encoding 
transcription factors that bind to a functionally important 
cis-regulatory element of the CyIIIu gene. There are about 
460 copies of the inverted repeat target site per genome. 
About 15% of these sites occur in a nested arrangement to- 
gether with a second inverted repeat that binds another 
previously characterized maternal transcription factor. 
This arrangement is the same as that which occurs in the 
CyIIIa gene, and it may be of regulatory significance with 
respect to activation of certain genes in oogenesis and early 
embryogenesis. C 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
This communication concerns a highly conserved in- 
verted repeat sequence which occurs several hundred 
times in the  genome of Strongyime?ztrotus prpuratus. 
This sequence motif is likely to be of functional impor- 
tance for early development because, as  we show below, 
the repeat contains specific target sites for a maternal 
DNA-binding protein. In the following, we provisionally 
refer to this D ~ ~ - b i n d i n ~  protein(s) as  610. ~nve r t ed  
repeat sequence elements are often observed to serve as  
target sites for transcription factors, which interact 
with them as  facing hornotypic or  heterotypic pairs [for 
example, in the target sites for the yeast mat, and 
MCMl factors (Johnson and Smith, 1992) and sites for 
regulators of the HLH (e.g., Ellis et al,, 1990) and leucine 
zipper (Cao et al., 1991) classes). In an  experimental 
study of the transcription factors required to establish 
the territorial expression of the CgIIIa cytoskeletal ac- 
tin gene in the early S. puwratus embryo, we encoun- 
tered an inverted repeat target site for a tightly binding 
ab, 1988; Thkzk et al., 1990). This factor, now termed 
SpZ12-1, contains 12 sequence elements very similar to 
canonical Zn fingers. As will be reported elsewhere, 
SpZ12-1 is present in egg cytoplasm and embryo nuclei, 
and its interaction with i ts  target sites in the regulatory 
domain of the CgIIIa gene is probably required during 
embryogenesis for spatially accurate expression (un- 
published data of G.-W. 'CVang), In the CyIIIa gene, the 
two halves of the newly discovered inverted repeat 
which is our present subject, i.e., the sequence tha t  in- 
cludes the P I 0  target sites, immediately flank on either 
side the inverted repeat to which two SpZ12-1 molecules 
bind. We show tha t  the same unique arrangement of 
these two different inverted repeat factor-binding sites 
occurs a number of times in the genome, though each 
inverted repeat also occurs without the other. Curiously, 
P I 0  target sites are present not only in the CyllIu regu- 
latory domain, but also in the vicinity of two upstream 
genes encoding transcription factors (Calzone et a&, 
1991; Hoog et al., 1991) tha t  recognize dserent regula- 
tory sites in the CyIIIa gene. Interactions a t  these other 
sites a re  also required for proper CyIIIa expression. 
These two regulatory genes, and the CyIIIa gene itself, 
a re  all activated in oogenesis and a re  expressed in em- 
bryogenesis. P10 may thus serve as  a maternal regula- 
tor of a functionally related network of genes required 
early in the sea urchin life cycle. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Extracts 
24-hr embryo nuclear extracts were: prepared a s  de- 
scribed previously (Calzone et al., 1988). Egg extracts 
were prepared from a postmitochondrial fraction of egg 
cytoplasm, a s  will be described in detail elsewhere (F. 
Calzone, unpublished data). Ovary and testis extracts 
were prepared by a modification of the procedure of 
Calzone et al, (1988): Gonads were removed from adults 
and diced with a razor blade. Mature gametes were re- 
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moved by suspending the gonad fragments in 2 x  vol 
filtered seawater and centrifuging them a t  full speed in 
a tabletop centrifuge for 5 min. This was repeated until 
the supernatant was clear of gametes when viewed 
under a dissecting microscope. The gonads were then 
twice washed in 5 vol of ice-cold 1 Mglucose and spun 5 
min a t  full speed in a tabletop centrifuge. The pellet was 
resuspended in 10 vol of ice-cold buffer consisting of 10 
mM Tris-HC1, pH 7.4,l mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM 
spermidine, 0.36 M sucrose, 1 mM DTT, and frozen in 
liquid nitrogen. Nuclear extracts were later prepared as 
previously described (Calzone et a l ,  1991), with the ex- 
ception that  the ovary extract was not fractionated with 
4 M (NH,),SO, as  were the other nuclear extracts. 
Site Frequency De tem inatimls 
Genomic site frequencies were obtained by screening 
an EMBL3 genomic library, as  follows: Probes used 
were, for the P10 site, GTAATGTAACCAAAT- 
TTAATGTATATGTC, and for the SpZn12-1 site, 
TGTTGCTAGGTAGGTCAAGC. Probes were labeled 
with T4 polynucleotide kinase, and hybridizations were 
carried out a t  42°C for the PI0 probe and 32°C for the 
Zn12-1 probe, in 0.9 MNaCl, 0.012 MEDTA, 0.18 MTris, 
pH 8.0, 5 x  Denhardt" solution, 50 mM Na-phosphate, 
pH 7.4, 0.25% SDS, and 100 gg/ml sheared denatured 
calf thymus DNA. The following washes were then 
carried out: 15 min a t  25°C in 2 x  SSC, 0.2% SDS; 15 min 
a t  25°C in 1 X  SSC, 0.2% SDS; and 2 x  for 30 min in 3 M 
Me,NGl (tetramethylammonium chloride), 50 mM Tris 
(pH 8.0), 2 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, a t  32°C. For the filters 
probed with the Zn12-1 oligonucleotide, two additional 
rinses in the Me,NCl mix for 30 min a t  37OC were per- 
formed, and for the filters probed with the P10 oligonu- 
cleotide two washes in the Me,NCI mix were carried out 
a t  54°C. These final washes allow for a 4- to 5-bp mis- 
match with respect to each probe. For each screen two 
sets of Amersham Hybond N+ nylon filter disks were 
used to lift plaques off the plates. 
RESULTS 
Occurrence of the PI0 Inverted Repeat in Three 
K?town Genes 
The observation that  initially focused our interest on 
the inverted repeat sequence here termed the "P10 tar- 
get site" was its occurrence in the vicinity of three genes 
that  are likely to be functionally related. The first of 
these genes is the CvIIIa gene, which encodes a cytoskel- 
eta1 actin. The expression of this downstream gene is 
strictly confined to the aboral ectoderm of S. p r p u r a t u s  
embryos (Cox et aL, 1986). The second of these genes is a 
regulatory gene, SpP3A2, which encodes a transcription 
factor of novel sequence, a t  least two target sites for 
which exist in the regulatory domain of the CyIIIa gene 
(Th6z6 et al., 1990; Calzone et aL, 1991). The third is an- 
other regulatory gene, SpZ2-1, (formerly P3A1), which 
encodes a second transcription factor that is apparently 
a 2-Zn finger protein and that  recognizes almost exactly 
the sarne target sites as does the P3A2 protein (Calzone 
et a l ,  1991; Hoog et aL, 1991). Interference with factor 
interactions a t  these "P3AW target sites, by irt vivo com- 
petition (Hough-Evans et aL, 1990; Franks et aL, 1990) or 
by site deletion (unpublished data of C. Kirchhamer), 
has been shown to result in ectopic expression of CgIIIa 
fusion gene constructs. Either or both of the products of 
these two regulatory genes are thus probably required 
for spatial regulation of embryonic CyIIIa expression 
(Calzone et aL, 1991; Hoog et a l ,  1991). 
. 
The inverted P10 repeat target site was first noticed 
in scanning DNA sequences obtained upstream of the 
SpZ2-1 gene, and a computer search revealed almost 
exactly the same inverted repeat within the regulatory 
domain of the CgIIIa gene. According to genome blots 
(not shown) this sarne sequence element is also present 
as a dispersed repeat in the DNAs of two other Strmgy- 
loce?ztrotid species, but is not detectable in Lgtechirzus 
DNA. These particular sequences had escaped detection 
as protein-binding sites in our earlier analyses of the 
CyIIIa gene (Calzone et aL, 1988; Thhzh et a l ,  19901, for 
the reason that  they probably function during oogene- 
sis, rather than in embryogenesis, as  shown below. In 
the CyIIIa gene the two elements of the PlO inverted 
repeat target site occur in a particularly interesting ar- 
rangement. Thus they lie immediately external to an- 
other inverted repeat which is a target site for the 
known CyIIIa regulatory factor SpZ12-1 (see above). 
The location of the PI0 sequences upstream of the 
CyIIIa and of the SpZ2-1 genes is shown diagrammati- 
cally in Fig. l a .  A subsequent search of sequences in the 
vicinity of the SpPSAZ gene then revealed contiguous 
SpZl2-1 and PI0 sites in the 3' region of this transcrip- 
tion unit as  well (Fig. la) .  Two additional sequence fea- 
tures that  the two regulatory genes included in Fig. l a  
share with the CyIIIa gene are that  the SpZ2-1 gene also 
contains a canonical target site for its own product (or 
that  of SpP3A.Z) and that  the SpP$Ax? gene also contains 
a target site for the SpZ1.Z-1 factor. 
The unusually high degree of similarity among the 
P10 target site sequences discussed here is shown 
explicitly in the alignment given in Fig. Ib. I t  can be 
seen that  in the seven copies of the PI0 site shown from 
the three genes analyzed, 46 of 66 nucleotides (nt) are 
identical in the shared region of the sequence, and a t  an 
additional 11 positions the sequence is identical in 6 of 7 
occurrences considered. The two halves of each inverted 
repeat are about as  similar as the repeats from different 
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FIG. 1. Location and alignment of P10 inverted repeat target sites in the CyIIIa, SpP3-42, and SpZ.2-1 genes. (a)  Location of P10 sites with 
reference to origin of transcription. The necessary and sufiicient regulatory region of the CyIIIa gene, indicated by brackets, is known to include 
a t  least 50 target sites for DNA-binding factors, serviced by about 10 such factors. These have all been partially characterized and some are now 
cloned (Th&z& et al., 1990; Coffman and Davidson, 1992; Calzone et aL, 1988,1990; unpublished data). Target sites for the P i 0  binding activity (see 
text and b )  are shown as horizontal solid triangles, indicating the orientation of each repeat half unit. Transcription start sites are indicated as 
bent arrows. The intron/exon structures of the SpZ2-1 and SpPSA2genes are not kno~vn, nor have the cis-regulatory regions of these genes been 
functionaI1y defined. Target sites for the SpZ12-1 transcription factor (Calzone et al., 1988; Thkzt? et a t ,  1990) are also shown, as open horizontal 
triangles, and the target sites of the SpZ2-1 and SpP3A2 transcription factors (Calzone et a l ,  1991; Hoog et a l ,  1991), indicated as "'P3A sites," 
are shown as vertical triangles. The P3A sites of the CyIIIa gene have been experimentally shown to bind either factor (Hoog et a l ,  1991), while 
the site shoivn upstream of the SpZ2-1 gene is here identified merely by sequence (its presence, however, suggests the possibility of autoregula- 
tion) (b)  Sequence alignments. The first seven sequences shown are the PI0 and SpZI2-I sites indicated in (a),  followed by their obvious 
consensus. Four examples, i.e., two inverted pairs, of the PI0 sites upstream of the gene encoding SpZ2-1 are shown, representing two different 
alleles that were sequenced. In the CyIIIa sequence shown (F), nucleotide 1 of the eoncensus corresponds to nucleotide 1153 of the regulatory 
domain of the CyIIIa gene (Thhzk et al., 1990). The five sequences shown below the consensus are derived from genomic clones obtained by direct 
target site screening, as described in the text. The two underlined regions below the consensus indicate the sequences of oligonucleotides used 
for target site screening. Symbolism: A dash indicates a match to the consensus; a space indicates a gap introduced for alignment purposes; a 
bold number indicates the presence of inserted nonmatching bases with respect to the consensus; and lower case letters indicate a specific 
difference from the consensus a t  that  site. An F or R after the clone name indicates that  the sequence is Forward, reading 5' to 3, or Reversed, 3" 
to 5', relative to the transcribed region (the R sequences shown are the complementary strand to that represented in the F sequences). For the 
genomic isolates + and - designations are used to distinguish between the inverted copies of the repeat. Note gL8 only has one copy of the 
repeat. 
genes are to one another. Figure l b  also shows that  the the same location a t  the external termini of the PI0 
inverted repeat sequences of the CgIIIa and SpP3AZ repeat (i.e., the left-hand side of the alignment shown in 
genes a re  40-60 n t  longer than the minimum shared the figure). 
length. These additional regions (n t  67 to 130 of consen- 
sus in Fig. Ib)  are equally complementary to one an- 
other, a s  the shorter sequences held in common in all The Shared Inverted Repeat Is Recognized by a 
seven versions shown. At  the right-hand end of Fig. l b  Materlzal DNA-Bil-ldi?zg Factw 
can be seen the inverted repeats tha t  constitute the-two Figure 2a displays gel-shift experiments tha t  indicate 
SpZ11-1 sites of CgIIIa located within the PI0 repeats a specific reaction between proteins present in an egg 
and the single aligned SpZ12-1 site in the SpP3A2 gene. cytoplasmic extract and a probe consisting of the in- 
As can be seen in Fig. lb ,  the homology ends abruptly a t  verted repeats of the SpZ2-1 gene (see Fig. lb). The bind- 
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FIG. 2. P I 0  DNA-binding activity in egg cytoplasm and blastula stage embryo nuclei. ( a )  Detection of PIO-DNA complexes by gel shift. The 
probe was a DNA fragment consisting of the SpZ2-1 (A)  pair of inverted repeat elements shown in Fig. lb. The probe was present a t  0.1 
ng/reaction. For the  experiments shown in lanes 2 and 4,80 ng of the same target site a s  was used for the probe, but unlabeled, were added a s  
specific competitor. All reactions also contained 3 pg poly(dA:dT) a s  nonspecific competitor. Gel shifts were carried out as described earlier 
(Calzone et a!., 1988) and the same results were obtained with different extract preparations (not shown). The arrow indicates the specifically 
competed P I 0  complex ( the  lower band seen with the nuclear extract indicates a nonspecific, general DNA-binding protein(s) tha t  cannot be 
specifically competed). Lanes 1 and 2 show reaction of a cytosol egg cytoplasm extract and lanes 3 and 4 the reaction of our standard 24-hr 
embryo nuclear estract (Calzone et al., 1988). No P I 0  activity was seen in an egg cytoplasm fraction t ha t  consists of proteins recovered from an 
RXP particle fraction (not shown). (b) Estimation of relative binding affinity and quantity of active P10 factor by quantitative gel-shift 
titrations. The procedure and analysis is described by Calzone et aL (1988). Molar quantities of specific P10-DNA complex (PD,) are  shown a s  a 
fraction of amount of specific DNA (D,) present, i.e., the sum of labeled (probe) and unlabeled (competitor) DNA fragments in the reaction. 
Data  were fit by least squares to the function, PD, = U g a / ( 1  + KJ,) ,  where Po is the molar quantity of active P10 factor in the reaction and 
K,  is the ratio of equilibrium constants for the reaction of P10 with probe DNA, and with poly(drl:dT) (Emerson eta/. ,  1985; Calzone et a [ .  1988). 
ing activity was confined to a cytosol fraction of egg P10 activity and the embryo nuclear activity could be 
cytoplasm and was absent from a ribonucleoprotein the same protein, although as  shown belour its proper- 
fraction (data not shown). The competition experiment ties are different in the embryo. Other experiments (not 
sho\vn in lane 2 of Fig. 2a indicates the sequence specific- shown) demonstrate that  similar complexes are formed 
ity of the reaction between the maternal protein(s) and with this probe by protein(s) present in pluteus stage 
this probe (see legend, and Table 1). DNA-protein com- (72-hr) embryo nuclear extract and in nuclear extracts 
pIexes of the same mobility are formed by protein(s) of both ovary and testis. 
present in 24-hr embryo nuclear extract, as  shown in To measure the relative specificity of the interaction 
lanes 3 and 4 of Fig. 2a. This suggests that  the maternal between the egg and embryo protein(s) and the inverted 
repeat probe, we carried out a series of quantitative gel- 
shift comwetitions b~ methods described ~rev ious ls  
TABLE 1 
PREVALENCE AND RELATIVE BINDING CONSTANT FOR PI0 
(Calzone ei aL, 1988), as  illustrated in Fig. 2b:~hese ex- 
FROM EGG CYTOPLASM AND EMBRYO NUCLEI periments also provided an estimate of the prevalence in 
egg cytoplasm and embryo nuclei of the specific PI0 
Extract K, Pb (moIec/egg or embryo) DNA binding protein(s). These data a re  presented as  
titrations of the factor present in the extracts as  the 
Egg cytoplasm 1.4 x 106 2.3 x lo7 
Egg cytoplasm 
concentration of the DNA target sequence (i.e., labeled 
1.1 x 105 1.8 x lo7 
Egg cytoplasm 2.7 x 105 1.2 x 107 probe plus unlabeled competitor) is increased. Results 
Blastula nuclei 1.9 x 10' 1.4 x 109 are  shown in Table 1. The egg cytoplasm factor displays 
Blastula nuclei 4.3 x 10' 6.9 x 10' a fairly high relative specific affinity, indicated by the 
K, value of about 1-3 x lo5, typical of many of the tran- 
Note. Data  are  from several different experiments, such a s  those scription factors we have studied (calzone et a ~ ,  1991). 
shown in Fig. 2b (see legend for details and definition of K,). Pb is 
calculated from the  molar concentrations of P I0  per reaction deter- The factor(s) is prevalent in the 
mined a s  in Fig. 2b by application of the number of eggs or  embryos egg: If one were to imagine the egg cytoplasm divided 
represented per microliter of extract. into about 500 cells, as  a t  the blastula stage, there would 
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be -40,000 molecules/average cell. However, Table 1 TABLE 2 
shows that  only about 200 molecules of active factor are RECOVERY OF PI0 AXD SpZ12-1 TARGET SITES BY 
DIRECT LIBRARY SCREEXIKG recovered per average nucleus in the blastula stage nu- 
clear extract, or  -0.5% of what was in the egg Initial probe +/Plaques screened ( % )  + Sites/G.e. 
plasm. Of course the factor could have been present in 
the nuclei but have been preferentially lost from the plosi te  46/5,300 t.87) 460 
nuclear extraet, although this is not usually observed '12-' 60/10,0oo (.GO) 318 
with other ltranseription factors that  we have studied + +/+ 
(Harrington el uL, 1%z Calzone et al., 1988; Livant et el., Counter- ++ Plaques 
1988; our unpublished data). In any case, the activity of Probe Plaques ++/Ge. ( Q  ) (% 
the factor in the nuclear extract has apparently 
changed. The Kr value for PI0 in the embryo nuclear PI0 plaques 212-1 site 8 80 (.15) (17.4) 
extract is less than one-fifth of its vaXne for the mater- '12-' plaques site 7 37 (.07) (11.9) 
nai form, ' ~ ~ i ~ h  is obviously a greater difference than An EMBLS genome librarr under 
can be accounted for as  experimental error (Table 1)- trolled conditions with the oligonucleotide probes indicated in Fig. lb, 
However, the point is moot, since unless the factor is as described under Materials and Methods. The genonle size of S, juztr- 
sharply localized in the there is r~robablv not pzrrcltus is S x lo8 bp, and at an average insert size of 15 kb; 1 genome - .  
enough of it per nucleus to ca;se occupancy equivalent (G.e.) is about 5.3 x lo4 plaques Plaques scored as positive 
(+) were observed on double lifts and then verified on isolation and 
of its target site (e'g., see in Calzone et rescreening, Of initial plaques 89 and 73% of the 
1988). Thus, PI0 is clearly a nrater?talfactor, ~vhich may plo and 212-1 site screens, respectively, survived rescreening and puri- 
operate in oocytes or early embryos. fication. 
PlO Target Sites itt tlze Gelto~jte a tzd Tlzeir Coiltcidetzce 
with SnZl2-1 Taraet S i f ~ s  nome. This is about 30-fold more than would occur if - * - - . - . . 
these sites were randomly assorted: from 'Fable 2 the 
The inverted repeat target sites for the PI0 factor, as  
well as  for the SpZl2-1 factor sho\vn in Fig. l b  are sufi- 
ciently long and invariant as  to suggest that  their preva- 
lence could be directly measured in the genomic DNA. 
To this end we constructed oligonucleotide probes repre- 
senting maximally conserved regions and utilized them 
a t  a carefully controlled criterion to screen a genomic 
library (see Materials and Methods). Results are col- 
lated in Table 2. Relevant regions of a number of these 
isolates were sequenced, and, as  shown in the lower por- 
tion of Fig. lb ,  in each case a h?tcr,firJo example of a PI0 
target site kvas in fact recovered. Independent screens 
were carried out for PI0 sites, and for SpZ12-1 sites, 
and the set of isolates from each screen was then coun- 
terscreened for the other site, to determine the fre- 
quency with which both occur together, as  in the CgIIIa 
and SpP8A2 genes. Sequences from some examples of 
these "double-positive" isolates are included in Fig. lb ,  
where i t  can be seen tha t  the 212-1 target-site se- 
quences recovered are also extremely similar to those 
found earlier. 
Table 2 shows tha t  there are per genome about 460 
PI0 sites (i-e., inverted repeat sites or  single sites) tha t  
fall within the range of similarity to the probe se- 
quences allowed by the screening criterion and about 
320 SpZ12-1 target sites. Two estimates of the fraction 
fraction of genomic X clones tha t  would be expected to 
contain both sites would be about 5 x rather  than 
the -1.5 x observed. Note tha t  these values refer 
only to the highly conserved sites allowed by the screen- 
ing conditions. Larger numbers of double-positive iso- 
lates might have been obtained a t  more relaxed criteria. 
Indeed, the ancestrn! ;3-:t.rted repeat could have con- 
tained both P10 and SpZ:;?-l target sequence elements. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the organization of the double sites is 
anything but random. This figure displays a PCR esti- 
mate of the sequence length separating the P10 site 
probe sequence and the SpZ12-1 site probe sequence on 
11 of the double site isolates. In every case the lengths 
are within a few nucleotides of the  lengths observed in 
the CyIII' and SpP3.42 genes, a s  shown in the right 
lanes of Fig. 3. Sequences for several of the same geno- 
mic PlO:SpZ12-1 sites as  used for the PCR experiment 
are shown in Fig. lb .  We also screened for PlO target 
sites in a late gastrula cDNA library. Relevant regions 
of 12 of these isolates were examined (data not shown) 
and found to contain the expected P10 and SpZlZ-1 tar- 
get site sequence elements, in either 5' or 3' noncoding 
regions of the transcripts. The significance of this ob- 
servation is tha t  it  adds evidence tha t  the PI0 target 
site marks transcription units expressed in the embryo. 
We note in this connection tha t  290% of embryo tran- 
of these isolates tha t  contains both sites are shown, from scripts of gastrula stage are also represented in mater- 
which i t  can be concluded tha t  there are 40-80 occur- nal poly(A) RNA (Galau et al., 1976). I t  is interesting 
rences of the PlO:SpZl2-1 double site per haploid ge- and perhaps significant tha t  4 of the 12 of these cDNA 
FIG. 3. Detection of similar PlO:SpZl2-1 target site sequences in 
genomic isolates by PCR. (a)  Location of PCR primers in the  
PlO:SpZ12-I target site sequence. The specific primers used were a s  
indicated in Fig. l b  ( the  same a s  used for the library screening de- 
scribed in tes t  ). Vent polymerase from NEB was used according to  the 
following PCR protocol, viz, denaturation a t  96°C for 5 min, 33 ampli- 
fication cycles of 96°C. 40 sec, 65°C 35 sec, 1 min ramp to 7Z°C, and 
72°C for 1 min. A 10-min 72°C incubation followed after the  35 cycles 
to ensure tha t  all extensions were complete. The samples were then 
maintained a t  4OC until they were loaded onto a 4% agarose gel for 
size determination. The bands in ( b )  are  visualized by ethidium bro- 
mide staining. ( b )  Amplification products shown are  from 12 genomic 
isolates (6-18) and from the  known SpZZ-1, SpPSAZ, and CyIIJa se- 
quences. The exact sequences of the amplified regions from the three 
latter genes are  shown in Fig. lb .  Note tha t  the  SyZ2-I gene sequence, 
which lacks the internal sites for the  SpZlZ-1 factors, produces a 
smaller band, of the size expected for amplification of the inverted 
PI0 repeat sequence alone. It can be seen that  the  bands produced by 
the  unknown genomic isolates are  very close to the length separating 
the  primers in the  P10:SpZlZ-1 target site sequences of CyIIIu and 
SpP3A2. Primary sequences verifying this interpretation are  shown 
for genomic clones 8, 25, 27, and 37 in Fig. lb .  
clones displayed both SpZ12-1 sites and PI0 sites, in the 
usual arrangement, and 4 others displayed somewhat 
degenerate SpZ12-1 sites, also in the appropriate se- 
quence locations. This may be compared to -15% inci- 
dence of high-fidelity double sites in the genomic iso- 
lates. Thus, double sites may occur more frequently in 
the immediate vicinity of embryonically expressed 
genes (such as  CyIIIa). 
considered in light of the observation t ha t  these sites 
interact with a spci&c maternal DNA-binding fac- 
t o r ( ~ ) .  The prevalence of the PI0 factor(s) in egg cyto- 
plasm lies within the range observed for other tran- 
scription factors that  interact with CgIIIa regulatory 
sites (unpublished data of F. Calzone). However, PI0 is 
unusual in tha t  only 0.5% of the activity measured in 
egg cytoplasm is later recoverable from blastula stage 
nuclear extracts. This, of course, could be an artifact, 
due to sensitivity of PI0 to extraction conditions, or its 
exclusion from these extracts, a point tha t  will be resolv- 
able only when this factor(s) is  cloned and antibody 
probes are available. However, we also show tha t  the 
PI0 present in nuclear extracts a t  blastula stage has 
been partially inactivated, so that  the stability of its 
interaction with target sites appears a t  least 4X lower 
than with the maternal form. Whatever its s tate  in later 
embryos, i t  seems reasonable to assume tha t  P10 is in- 
deed a maternally active factor or factors. This would 
imply that  it is present in active form a t  appreciable 
concentrations in oocytes (and early embryo) nuclei. On 
these assumptions its role may be illuminated by the 
developmental pattern of expression of the three known 
genes in which we observe P10 target sequences. 
With respect to function, these genes share two nota- 
ble characteristics: CylXIa, SpPSAB, and SpZZ-I proba- 
bly belong to the same regulatory network, as  discussed 
earlier, and all three genes are in fact activated during 
oogenesis. Earlier studies sho\\* tha t  there are 1000-2000 
molecules of maternal mRNA per egg for all three genes 
a t  fertilization (Lee et a!., 1986; Cutting et aL, 1990). Both 
SpP3A2 and SpZ2-1 proteins are present in the egg as  
well (unpublished data of R. Zeller). After fertilization, 
however, the patterns of expression of these three genes 
differ sharply. SpP3A2 and SpZ2-1 mRNA levels re- 
main low, within a factor of two to three of their mater- 
nal levels on a per embryo basis (Cutting et aL, 1990). 
The CyXIIa gene is transcriptionally quiescent after fer- 
tilization, until about 10 h r  into cleavage. I t  is then 
abruptly reactivated and thereafter is transcribed a t  a 
fairly high rate but only in the aboral ectoderrn terri- 
tory of the embryo. In aboral ectoderm CyIIIa message 
accumulates to a steady state of about 200 copies per cell 
(Lee et a l ,  1986). PI0 could function in some way a s  an 
element in the mechanism by which these three genes 
are mobilized for the initial onset of their expression 
during oogenesis and/or early embryogenesis. The 
unique and easily recognizable P10 target sites might 
thus mark members of a particular battery of genes 
(Britten and Davidson, 1969) that  are activated during 
DISCUSSION oogenesis and utilized after fertilization. 
IMerences with Respect to Maternal Function of PlD ~h~ pI0 G ~ , ~ ~  B~~~~~~ in oogenes& 
The distribution of the tightly conserved inverted re- The measurements of Table 2 provide an  estimate of 
peat P10 target sites is particularly interesting when the number of members tha t  such a battery might in- 
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elude, or a t  least of those members that  utilize very well The organization of these sites (Fig. 2 )  suggests alterna- 
conserved P I 0  target sites. This estimate might be too tive forms of interaction: Thus, in CyIIIa and many 
small because our criterion screening standards might other genes (Fig. 3) the arrangement would be 
have excluded more divergent P1O sites tha t  are none- P10- :Z12-1, : ,212-1: -PlO, although in the later embryo 
theless functional, or  it  might be too large if it  includes only the Z12-1,:,212-1 interaction is functional in the 
conserved P I 0  sites tha t  a re  unconnected with func- CgIIIa gene. In other genes, such as  SpZ2-1, the interac- 
tional genes. Table 2 indicates about 460 conserved P I 0  tion would be confined to P10- : ,P10. Thus, there must 
target sites per genome. However, this number repre- 
sents only about 4% of the number of different mater- 
nal mRNA species estimated from complexity measure- 
ments to be present on early embryo polysomal mRNA 
(reviewed by Davidson, 1986, pp. 71-74). This argument 
prompts the obvious queries as  to what  sort of subset of 
maternally expressed genes a P10 regulatory system 
might service, and what  maternal role might such a sys- 
tem play. 
It  is tempting to consider the conserved P10 sites as  
markers of a particular regulatory network of genes of 
which the SpP3AR and Sp.22-1 transcription factors and 
the CgIIIct cytoskeletal gene are all members. The func- 
tion of interaction a t  these sites might be, for example, 
to alter chromatin confornlation in adjacent regulatory 
domains and thereby to potentiate current or  later in- 
teractions of other specific transcription factors that  
will in the end differentially regulate these genes. For 
example, PlO binding might be required for the CgIIIa 
regulatory system to be accessible to its early embryonic 
factors. Furthermore, a result of such "preactivation" 
might be tha t  all genes so affected might be transcribed 
to some extent in oogenesis. This could account for an 
old mystery, viz, that  almost all genes expressed in par- 
ticular ways during embryogenesis are also represented 
by low levels of maternal mRNA (Galau c.t al., 1976; re- 
viewed in Davidson, 1986, pp. 165-170). 
R~ltrf io~t  of PlO Sites tcith SpZ12-1 Sites 
The SpZl2-1 factor is evidently utilized later in em- 
bryogenesis in various ways. For example, we know tha t  
its interaction with CgfIfa target sites is specifically 
required to prevent expression in mesenchyme cells, and 
late in embryogenesis the gene encoding this factor is 
intensely expressed, but only in certain embryonic 
territories (G-Itr. Ifrang, unpublished data). However, 
SpZl2-1 is also a maternal factor, and like P I 0  (this 
work) it  is found in testis nuclei (F. Calzone, unpub- 
lished data)  as  well as  in eggs. Around 15% of occur- 
rences of the inverted SpZ12-1 target sites in the ge- 
nome are immediately flanked by P10 target sites (Ta- 
ble 2; Fig. 3). Thus, though SpZ12-1 clearly has an  
embryonic role while P10 may not function after the 
earliest stages of embryogenesis, these factors may 
function together in a subset of genes during oogenesis. 
be three classes of protein:pro<ein interaction tha t  could 
occur a t  different times and in different regions of the 
organism among these factors, i.e., PlO:PlO,Z12-1:ZlZ- 
1, and Z12-1:PlO. The precise organization of these DNA 
target sites thereby provides for several alternative po- 
tential regulatory states given the same two factors. 
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Abstract 
Previous experiments identified a protein binding site in a repeat element that is 
present in the Strogylocentrotus purpuratus genome > 400 times, provisionally labeled the 
PI0 site. We purified the P 10 site binding factor using a specific sequence double- 
stranded DNA affinity column. Cloning of a cDNA, by use of amino acid sequence from 
the protein responsible for the gel-retardation of the PI0 site, enabled us to identify this 
factor as the sea urchin homologue of the replication factor A 70 kD subunit (SpWA-70). 
Replication factor A has been shown to have a number of activities and 
interactions as a component of DNA replication. The most prominent and well- 
characterized function is the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding capacity of the 70 kD 
subunit. The non-specific affinity of RFA-70 for random single-stranded DNA has been 
documented to be significantly higher than its non-specific affinity for random double- 
stranded DNA (dsDNA) sequence. We show that SpRFA-70 has a relative affinity for the 
specific PI0 dsDNA site that is much higher than its affinity for random dsDNA. The 
equilibrium constant for SpWA-70 binding to ssDNA is 1.7 x10" and the K, for binding 
to the PI0 site dsDNA is 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  as determined by protein excess titration. 
Int reduction 
This study was undertaken to clone and describe a potential transcription 
factor identified in our earlier work. The factor was first characterized by gel-shift 
activity as recognizing a specific sequence site in double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). 
This specific site was found flanking several genes. Two features of this site made it 
very interesting, first its location; part of an inverted repeat and second, the 400+ 
occurrences of this site in the Strogylocentrotlis purpuratus genome. We describe the 
cloning of the message encoding the binding factor, and the characterization of the 
binding activities of this protein. The translated sequence of the isolated clone 
revealed the protein product to be a sea urchin hornologue of the 70 kD subunit of 
replication factor A (RFA 70). RFA is a three subunit complex that has been 
previously described as a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein with a 
relatively low affinity for dsDNA, which is essential for DNA replication (Kim et a/., 
1992 and refs. therein). The activities of the whole protein are cell cycle regulated 
(Ca .chae1  er al., 1993) and in Xenopus oocytes antibody staining of RFA marks the 
sites where DNA replication will begin after fertilization ( Adachi and Laemmli 1992). 
However, RFA has been shown to have other roles in yeast (Luche er a/., 1993) and 
in this work, based on our findings, we demonstrate that this may be true in sea 
urchins as well. 
We have not yet determined the function of RFA with respect to the gene 
regulatory regions to which it binds. We have demonstrated the presence of a high 
degree of conservation of the specific binding site. We have shown that there is a 
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high prevalence of "active" factor in the egg. We also show that RFA has a double 
stranded DNA site specific binding activity and we measured the equilibrium 
constants for binding to both double- and single-stranded DNA. We confirm the 
capacity of RFA to bind dsDNA in a site specific manner as described for the RFA 
7 0  subunit of yeast (Luche et al., 1992). We note that RFA has been shown to 
interact with VP16, p53 and GAL4 (Li and Botchan, 1993, He, et al., 1993) which 
indicates that it also has a capacity to function with other DNA binding factors. Thus 
SpRFA may operate as both a replication factor and gene expression regulatory 
factor, 
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Materials and Methods 
Affinity Column Purification of Proteins: Egg extract and 24 hour embryo nuclear 
extract were prepared as described in Calzone et al., 1988. The extracts were each applied 
to double-stranded DNA affinity columns to purify the unknown factor from the 
respective extracts. The procedure detailed in Th6z6 et al., 1990 was followed with the 
following exceptions. (1)DNA was bound to Pierce 3M EMPHAZETM beads using their 
protocol. This resin also has a higher capacity for attachment and the efficiency is much 
greater than afforded by the cyanogen bromide method and sepharose resin. The binding 
reaction was quenched with MOPS buffer pH 7.9. (2)The elution of the proteins from the 
affinity column was accomplished with washes up to 2 M KC1 Buffer. (3) A single- 
stranded poly dC column was used for a second level of purification in later steps after the 
protein had been identified. The column was constructed by attaching single-stranded 
poly dC (Phmacia) homopolymers of an avenge length of 450 bases to Pierce 3M 
EMPHAZETM beads using their protocol. Additional steps in protein purification and 
isolation were performed as described in Coffrnan et al.,. 1992. The sequence of the 
double-stranded binding site (upper strand) used is as follows: 
5' CTAATGTAACCAAATTTAATGTATATGTCGTAAT 3'. 
This is the same sequence used to determine the number of repeat copies in the sea urchin 
genome, 
Protein DNA W Crosslinking: The protein:DNA complex was crosslinked 
according to the protocol outlined by Gray, et al.,. 1990. In our case a 20 minute 
exposure to long wave UV light was the most efficient. 
Degenerate Probe Sequence: Amino acid sequence was experimentally determined 
using automated Edman degradation of peptide fragments of gel purified protein (Coffman 
et al., 1992). Based on the sequence with the highest degree of confidence: 
EAEDFDGSGN, we had the following oligonucleotide synthesized : 
GAA GCI GA(A/G) GA(C/T) TT(C/T) GA(C/T) GGI TCI GGI AA. 
This probe was used to screen a 48 hour cDNA plasmid library. Hybridization was 
accomplished at 42°C. The filters were then washed in a tetramethylammonium chloride 
(TMACL) solution to a final wash temperature of 68°C as described previously (Anderson 
et al., . 1994). 
Subcloning and Expression of n Norz-Toxic Peptide Fragment : Antibodies against 
RFA subunits from other species are not cross reactive (Kim et al., 1992), therefore we 
generated antibodies against SpRFA. Expression of the entire SpRFA-70kD subunit is 
toxic to bacteria but we were able to express a 50kD subfragment of the protein by 
deleting putative binding domains on both ends of the factor. The subcloned region 
consisted of a 780 basepair Xba I - Bgl I1 fragment that was cloned in frame with 
sequence encoding a histidine tag in the expression vector pRSETA (Invitrogen, San 
Diego, CA). The resulting clones were transfected into pLys-S cells and grown overnight 
on supplemented agar plates. Single colonies were tested for proper expression by 
growing small volume cultures of 3 ml for 3 hours. These cultures were then induced to 
express the recombinant peptide by the addition of IPTG. Three aliquots of 500 pL each 
were taken every hour and lysed by osmotic shock. The resulting lysates were separated 
on an SDS-PAGE gel and compared to uninduced cell lysates. The presence of an 
increased abundance of -50kD protein was used to indicate proper expression. This 
peptide fragment was purified and antibodies raised against it in rabbits. 
Antibody Detection: The 50 kD peptide fragment was purified by nickel-NTA 
chromatography as previously described Zeller et al., (1995). This was used as an 
antigen to induce antibody production in rabbits by Cocalico Biologicals (Reamstown, 
PA). Imunoblotting and detection were performed as outlined in Zeller et a[., 1995. 
Gel shifr Assays for Relative Affinity and Equilibrium Measurements: Standard 
gel shift assays were perfomled as described previously (Calzone et al., 1988) to 
determine relative affinity (specific to non-specific) and protein concentration. Exceptions 
to the prescribed protocol were 1) reduction of non-specific competitor for gel shift assays 
involving column purified proteins; 2) Use of a mixture of poly dA:dT and poly d:dC in a 
2:5 ratio; and 3) an increase in final KC1 concentration in the reaction to 0.125 M. The 
target sequences used were: 







A,B,C,D, & E are all ssDNA oligonucleotides, DS is a pair of annealed oligos. 
For the equilibrium measurements, saturation binding of the probe in the absence of 
non-specific competitor was used. These data were fitted by non-linear least squares 
estimations of the parameters. 
Results 
Purification of the protein 
To purify sufficient quantities of the factor responsible for the observed site 
specific DNA binding activity we constructed a dsDNA affinity column by attaching 
concatemers of the binding site sequence to a resin. The affinity column is used to retain 
factors that bind specifically to the target site during passage of egg or nuclear extract 
over the matrix. The DNA sequence chosen for the column is the same 34 bp fragment as 
was previously used for the library screening and site quantification (Anderson et al., 
1994). The average concaterner length of binding site fragments in the column was -1 kb. 
Thus there were approximately 30 head-to-tail copies of the fragment per molecule. 
Thirty-five ml of high speed fractionated egg extract were passed over this dsDNA column 
on three separate occasions in our effort to purify the factor(s). We estimate, based on 
BSA quantitation standards, that approximately 1 pg of total factor was isolated from 
each column run. 
With the notable exception of SpZ12-1, which required guanidinium-HC1 or high 
concentrations of urea to release it from binding to the appropriate double-stranded DNA 
affinity column (Wang et al., 1995), most factors in our experience elute under column 
buffer wash conditions of 0.3 M to 0.9 M KC1. Our initial attempts to isolate the factor 
under these conditions were unsuccessful. As measured by the capacity to retard the 
target probe there was little or no activity in a gel mobility assay in the resulting column 
fractions. From tests to resolve binding conditions with egg extract we concluded that the 
appropriate KC1 concentration optimal for gel-shift binding was 0.125 M KC1. This is 
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somewhat higher than is normally observed for other factors (0.08 - 0.1 M KC1). This led 
to our investigation of higher elution salt concentrations. We found that >l M KC1 buffer 
is needed to more effectively elute this protein from the affinity column. 
To determine which fractions had the least amount of contaminating proteins, 
aliquots from each column fraction were displayed by SDS-PAGE. The protein appears 
largely pure in the high salt fractions, as can be seen in the representative gel shown in 
Figure la. Gel-shift activity was detectable to some extent in all fractions, but the peak of 
greatest activity occurred in the 1.3 to 1.7 M KC1 fractions. The gel-shift activity profile 
paralleled the 75 kD band, the most prominent band in the 1.3 M to 1.7 M fractions. 
From the gel pattern, it is apparent that the great majority of non-binding proteins have 
been removed in the higher salt fractions. 
We were unable to renature the protein after gel electrophoresis for use in gel 
shifts. Nor could the protein be renatured so that it would react with target site DNA 
when immobilized on filters. We thus crosslinked the protein to the DNA probe using UV 
irradiation in order to determine the size of the factor(s) binding to the probe. This 
repeatable assay demonstrated that the only factor from the column fraction extracts that 
bound to the probe was the 75 kD protein. The probe, a 34 bp double-stranded oligo 
nucleotide, contributes 20 kD to the complex, and a monomer of the protein accounts for 
the remaining 75 kD of the 95 kD complex (Fig. lb). 
Amino Acid and DNA Sequencing 
Partial amino acid sequences were used to design probes to isolate the cDNA. The 
amino acid sequence was determined from lys-C digested, gel purified and isolated 75 kD 
protein, that yielded numerous peptide fragments. These fragments were separated and 
isolated by HPLC, according to our established protocols (Coffman et a/., 1992). The 
amino acid sequence was determined by automated Edman degradation of the peptide 
fragments. 
Degenerate oligonucleotide probes were derived from the amino acid sequences, 
and we isolated a clone that contains the complete coding region for the SpRFA-70 kD 
subunit from a 48 hour whole embryo cDNA plasmid library . Selective hybridization 
washes were used to identify only those clones with the highest homology to the probe 
sequence. Two rounds of rescreening resulted in the isolation of a single positive colony 
out of ten potential isolates from the primary screen. The 2.2 kb insert of this clone was 
sequenced and found to contain a continuous, 625 amino acid open reading frame. No 
other significant open reading frames were found. The molecular weight of the &anslation 
product of this cDNA is approxinlately 70 kD, close to our size estimations based on 
electrophoretic measurements. 
The entire translated protein sequence was then used to search the protein 
databases for homologies. A strong similarity was found with both the human and 
Xenopus FWA 70 kD subunits. The amino acid sequences for the human, Xenopus, yeast 
and sea urchin proteins were multiply aligned using the ClustalV program (Fig. 2), with 
the percent similarity determined for each pairwise alignment (Table 1). The sequence of 
the two peptide fragments used for cloning are denoted by double underlines around 
positions 329 and 369. Note that the peptide sequences which were determined by Edman 
degradation are exact matches to the sequence obtained from the translation of the cDNA. 
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The region of highest homology with the proteins of other species is the putative "zinc 
finger" indicated in the Figure. Another well conserved region is the basic domain on the 
fourth line of the aligned sequences, amino acids 186 to 224. Other regions of potential 
interest are indicated above the amino acid sequence. It is not yet known what functions, 
if any, should be ascribed to these regions. The regions indicated are based solely on 
homology to similar domains in other proteins. It is clear, however, from the degree of 
sequence similarity and the conservation of particular important positions, that this clone is 
a copy of the message for the sea urchin RFA 70kD subunit. 
Characterization of the Relative Binding A ffinity and Equilibrium Binding 
Constants 
We measured the relative affinity (Kr) of SpRFA-70 for this specific double- 
stranded DNA site versus random double-stranded DNA to show that the binding of 
SpRFA-70 is specific for this site. The Kr is measured by quantitative probe excess 
titration gel-shift assays as described previously (Anderson et a[., 1994). The Kr of the 
protein in whole egg extracts for the specific dsDNA site is approximately 2x10'. This 
indicates an affinity that is 100,000 times greater for the specific site than for random 
sequence dsDNA. The measured relative affinity constant for purified SpRFA-70 is 
approximately 8.6xlo4. The SpRFA-70 used for this measurement is the 1.25 M KC1 
buffer eluted fraction of extract that was purified by double-stranded DNA affinity 
chromatography and subsequently by single-stranded DNA affinity chromatography 
(Fig. 4a). A simple fit of the data from one of several trials can be seen in Fig. 3a. The 
conservation of specific site recognition and binding in a protein purified by its affinity for 
a specific site in double-stranded DNA and by its capacity to bind single-stranded DNA is 
further proof that we have purified the same protein that was initially identified by specific 
double-stranded DNA binding in egg extract. 
To further characterize the SpRFA-70 kD subunit we measured the equilibrium 
constants (Keq) for the binding of the protein to short double- or single-stranded DNA 
probes. The Keg was determined by protein excess titration; representative data from the 
protein saturation experiments can be seen in Figures 3b(dsDNA) and 3c(ssDNA). For 
this measurement we used the protein concentration of the column purified factor, 
determined by probe excess titration (Fig. 3a). The fit shown in Fig. 3b is for one 
determination of the specific sequence dsDNA Keq . The fit shown in Fig. 3c is for one 
determination of several random sequence ssDNA Keq measurements. The results from 
20 separate experiments, using either site specific dsDNA or random sequence ssDNA, to 
determine the Keq can be seen in Table 2. The measured Keq constants are l.8xlo9 for the 
specific site dsDNA probe and 1 .7x101° for random sequence ssDNA probes 15 - 45 bases 
long. 
The probe saturation curves were tested for conformity with expectation based on 
the possibilities that one, two or three molecules of protein bound per DNA molecule. 
Previously published information indicated that RFA does not bind well to random dsDNA 
sequence (Kim et al., 1992 and refs. therein). According to our results, the best fit of the 
data for the specific site double-stranded DNA probe is that of a simple second order 
reaction with a protein:DNA ratio of 1 : 1. Tests with the random sequence single- 
stranded probes A, I3 and C show that with SpRFA-70 binds to these ssDNAs with a 
protein:DNA ratio >l; Table 2 shows that the ~2 value is lowest for the assumption of 
two molecules of SpRFA-70 binding per probe molecule. Probes D & E are more 
homopolymeric: D is a C-rich and E is a G-rich oligonucleotide (see Materials and 
Methods), and the binding to these probes occurs in a bimolecular manner with one 
SpRFA-70 protein molecule binding per ssDNA molecule. It therefore appears that the 
homopolymers or near homopolymers behave differently than do random sequence single- 
stranded oligonucleotides (if we let n vary, the best fit of the data for these two probes is 
actually n=1.5). We conclude that the SpRFA-70 subunit is both a site specific double- 
stranded DNA binding protein and a non-specific single-stranded DNA binding protein. 
However, the K,, is 10 - 50 X higher for random single-stranded DNA over the specific 
site double-stranded DNA (Table 2). 
With the K, values we have determined, we can derive the equilibrium constant K. 
for the binding of random sequence dsDNA by SpRFA-70. Using the K, above, Kn is 
calculated to be 2 X lo4 (K. =K,/K,). This is interesting because this Kn is -36 times 
higher than the K. (5.6 X lo2, c.f. Calzone et al., 1988) measured for the average site- 
t 
specific dsDNA binding protein. This indicates that SpRFA-70's affinity for random 
dsDNA is higher than most sequence specific DNA binding proteins' affinity for random 
dsDNA. However, the IS, value of 2 X lo4 also indicates that SpRFA 70 has an affinity 
for random dsDNA that is -lo6 times lower than its affinity for random sequence ssDNA 
( K ~ = ~ x  10l0). 
Proof that the factor cloned is the same factor characterized 
To show that the same factor responsible for the binding to the random sequence 
ssDNA is also the protein responsible for site specific dsDNA binding, we constructed a 
ssDNA affinity column. We combined several 0.9 M KC1 fractions eluted from the 
dsDNA affinity column and ran them over the single-stranded poly dC DNA affinity 
column to further purify the SpRFA-70 kD subunit. It is highly unlikely that any factor 
other than the RFA 70 kD subunit could bind specifically to both the dsDNA column and 
to this ssDNA column. A steeper elution gradient than previously used was applied and 
the activity from each fraction was determined as above. The gel-shift activity is found in 
all fractions with the peak of activity occurring in the fist  1.0 M fraction. The purity of 
the resulting fractions was determined by SDS-PAGE separation of the proteins in each 
fraction (Fig. 4a). After a second purification column only one protein is visible in the 1.0 
and 1.25 M KC1 fractions. In this manner we were able to obtain highly purified protein 
and show more conclusively that the factor responsible for the gel-shift activity is that 
found in the 75 kD band. This experiment verifies that the protein binding to the site 
specific dsDNA probe is also a protein that is purified by affinity to a single-stranded DNA 
colum. 
We analyzed samples of both recombinant and column purified protein on an SDS- 
PAGE gel by antibody blotting, using an antibody raised against the cloned protein 
fragment. The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose and, after appropriate blocking 
steps, incubated in a solution with a rabbit antibody raised against the SpRFA protein. 
This antibody reacted with both the protein fragment expressed in bacteria and with the 
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protein purified by dsDNA and ssDNA colunln chromatography (Fig. 4b). Though there 
is a large amount of protein present in the bacterial lysate lane, and there are some 
background hybridization bands, the control preimmunization serum did not show any 
reaction with an identically blotted and treated filter(data not shown). When crude egg 
extract was subjected to SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and reacted with the antibody, one 
band only was recognized by the antibody (data not shown). These data demonstrate that 
the protein purified, isolated, cloned and characterized is the sea urchin homologue of the 
W A  70kD subunit. 
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Discussion 
Properties of RFA 70 
Replication Factor A is a three subunit (14,35 and 70 kD) enzyme that has been 
characterized in some detail. Among the more well documented activities atnibuted to 
RFA are single-stranded DNA binding and interaction with SV40 large T antigen (Wold 
and Kelly, 1988). RFA has been shown to interact with several additional replication 
factors including helicases, DNA polymerase a, DNA primases, Topoisomerases I and 11, 
DNA strand repair and factors involved in homologous recombination (Blackwell and 
Borowiec 1994 and refs. therein). Some of these interactions are attributable to the 35 
and 14 kD subunits and are modulated by various kinases. In Xcnopus RFA has been 
shown to mark the sites of replication in the oocyte prior to fertilization (Adachi and 
Laemmli 1992). The ssDNA binding activity is a property of the 70 kD subunit and is cell 
cycle regulated (Caxmichael ct al., 1993), is reported not to be sequence specific (Kim et 
al., 1992) and does not require the other two subunits. RFA holds the DNA in a single- 
stranded form to facilitate replication. It is essential for replication and viability. RFA 
from different species can substitute as single-stranded binding proteins but they have not 
been shown to functionally interact with the other replication machinery components in 
cross species in vitro replication assays (Wold and Kelly 1988). The interaction of the 
RFA 70 kD subunit and DNA are the most pertinent activities for us in the context of this 
research. 
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SpRFA-70 binds a specific dsDNA target site 
In this paper we demonstrate that the protein which binds to the P10 sites of 
CyIIIa, SpZ2- 1 and P3A2 is the sea urchin RFA 70 kD subunit. This contention is based 
on the sequence of the protein purified from the 75 kD band and the subsequent cloning of 
the message for that protein. The determination that the binding factor was found in the 
75 kD band of dsDNA affinity column extracts is based on the purification profiles of the 
75 kD band and the gel-retardation activity for the specific site probepig. la). We 
observed the specific site binding activity in all elution fractions containing the 75 kD band 
from both dsDNA and ssDNA affinity columns(Figs. la and 4a). This was confirmed by 
crosslinking the probe to the protein in the gel-shift complex and determining the size of 
the resulting product to be 95 kD which is the sum of 75 kD plus the 20 kD probe. (Fig. 
1 b). 
The amino acid sequences determined by Edrnan degradation for the peptide 
fragments from the 75 M> band matched perfectly with the translation product from the 
cDNA obtained for SpRFA-70. Alignment of the amino acid translation from the cloned 
cDNA to the amino acid sequences of known RFA 70kD subunits from three other species 
clearly shows the homology between these proteins (Fig. 2). The conservation of the 4 
cysteine metal binding, proline rich and basic domains are further indications of the 
matching identity. SpRFA-70 retains a 45% similarity to the Xenopus and human proteins 
(Table 1). 
Further evidence that the binding factor is SpRFA-70 comes from our findings on 
the single-stranded DNA bi nding activity of the purified protein. Previous publications 
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have repeatedly demonstrated the non-specific affinity of RFA 70 for ssDNA (Henricksen 
et al., 1992 and refs. therein). The binding of SpRFA-70 to ssDNA is sequence 
independent and occurs with a K,, of approximately 2x10" which matches the hq 
determined for human WA(hWA) measured by Kim et al., (1992). (Note: recombinant 
hRFA generously provided by Dr. Marc S. Wold showed a similar gel-shift pattern for the 
P10 specific site and we were able to compete away the binding with cold P10 site probe 
DS, in the same manner as with the SpRFA-70.) In some cases a high degree of 
cooperativity has been indicated for the RFA binding to ssDNA in yeast and we also saw 
some indication of this in our Keq determinritions (Table 2). 
Our most concrete evidence that the cloned factor and the purified factor are the 
same protein comes from concurrent irnrnunodetection of the native column-purified 
protein and a bacterially expressed peptide fragment from SpRFA-70 (Fig. 4b) with an 
antibody raised against the bacterially expressed fragment. The same anti-SpRFA-70 
fragment antibody also reacted with a 75 kD protein in 24 hour embryo nuclear extract. 
This shows conclusively that the purified factor is the same protein as that encoded by the 
message we cloned and that protein is the sea urchin replication factor A 70 kD subunit 
(S pRFA-70). 
SpRFA-70 also has a (IsDNA binding activiv 
We have shown that SpRFA-70 not only binds ssDNA but it also has a site specific 
dsDNA binding activity for at least one identified set of sites in the sea urchin genome. 
The fact that the PI0 specific site binding activity was purified by both dsDNA and 
ssDNA affinity chromatography thus demonstrates it has the capacity for both dsDNA and 
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ssDNA binding. The presence of both of these activities in the unfractionated extracts of 
egg and 24 hour embryos, and our demonstration that the purified SpRFA-70 from 
column fractions performs the same functions on the specific site dsDNA and on the 
random sequence ssDNA, is additional evidence that we have identified and purified the 
appropriate protein. In yeast it has been established that RFA binds specifically to the 
URSI site of the CARl(arginase) gene and that it acts as a repressor at that site( Luche et 
al., 1990 and Luche et al., 1992, Viljoen et al., 1992 and refs. therein). 
What is SpRFA-70 doing iiz tlze early sfages of development 
We earlier identified over 400 sites in the sea urchin genome to which SpRFA-70 
probably binds, though we have no evidence for functions at any of these sites. We have 
demonstrated that there is a correlation between the presence of SpRFA-70 binding sites 
and presence of SpZ12-1 sites (Anderson cr al., 1991). In light of the fact that RFA is 
known to interact with the gene regulritory factors VP16, p53, and GAL4 (Li and 
Botchan, 1993, He, et a[., 1993), SpRFA-70 may interact with SpZ 12-1 to modulate the 
regulatory properties of SpZ12-1 (positively or negatively). We have not however, been 
able to demonstrate a function for SpRFA-70 binding site in the CylIIa promoter region 
during embryogenesis as we have for SpZ12-l (Wang et a[., 1995). 
In our previous publication we also showed that there is a much higher abundance 
of active SpRFA-70 in the unfertilized sea urchin egg than is present at 24 hours in nuclear 
extract. One reason for this difference could be the activation state of the protein at the 
different times. Another, and more probable reason is that the requirements for DNA 
replication in the fertilized egg are much higher in the first stages of cleavage than at any 
other time in development. It has been well documented that eggs have large amounts of 
DNA polymerase, prirnases and other proteins required for replication (Davidson, 1986). 
The greater abundance of RFA in the egg, on a per nucleus basis, indicates that it 
probably has a greater effect on gene regulation in the early stages. There are several 
mechanisms one can envision about how RFA could function in these early stages. If RFA 
were to act as a repressor in the mature oocyte this could keep a large network of genes 
silent awaiting derepression at fertilization. If a large percentage of RFA protein is not 
activated, so as to be able to bind specifically to dsDNA , prior to fertilization then it 
could act, if activated at fertilization, as an enhancer to stimulate a large network of genes 
as part of the large increase in gene expression seen in response to fertilization. We do 
not as yet have any evidence regarding the modulation of site specific dsDNA binding for 
SpRFA-70 so we can only speculate about these possibilities at this time. Most likely 
there will be some combination of these two events. The dual role of RFA as a replication 
factor and as a gene regulatory fiictor makes this protein even more interesting as a subject 
for study. 
In conclusion we have identified the factor which binds to the PI0 site of the 
CyIIIa regulatory region, the SpZ2-1 flanking region and downstream of the P3A2 coding 
region to be SpWA-70. We determined the equilibrium constant for SpRFA binding to 
ssDNA to be 1 .7x10I0 M-' and 1 .8x109 h4-l for dsDNA. We propose that this protein 
interacts with SpZ12-1 based on the frequency of occurrence together of both of these 
sites, the large number of sites for each in  the genome, and the large quantities of both 
factors in the unfertilized egg (Wang ct al., 1995 and Anderson et al., 1994). 
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Table 1: 
Percent Similarity for XFA 70 W )  Subunits porn four diflerent organism: 
Sp = Strogylacentrotus purpuratus. 
Percent Similarity is based on the number of perfect matches over the total length 
for the best matching sequence. 
Table 2: Equilibrium Measurements for both dsDNA and 
ssDNA Target Sites of SpRFA 
K, is given in moles/l-' , based on the chi square values for the fit (x2) when 
p = to 1, 2 or 3 molecules of protein per probe. When p = 2 the protein is complexed with the 
DNA in a 2 to 1, protein to DNA ratio. t = number of times the experiment was repeated with 
the particular probe. 
The function from which these values were calculated is: [PDI K&: [PI" 
[PD] + [Dl = 1 + K:, - [P]. 
Where [P] is the total concentration of binding protein, [D] is the concentration of free probe, 
and [PD] is the concentration of probe complexed with protein. 
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Fig. 1. Purification and size deler~7zi~zntion of tlze protein that binds the PI0 Site 
(a) Salt elution fractions from a dsDNA site specific affiniv column 
separated on a 6.0% SDS-PAGE gel: Lane 1 (HMWM) shows a high molecular 
weight protein ladder. The remaining lanes show the eluted fractions at the indicated 
rnolarities of KC1 Buffer. Column fractions were separated on the SDS-PAGE gel by 
electrophoresis for 1.5 hours at 130VDC. The specific binding activity is present in 
all of the fractions from this and several other similar column/gel runs. (b) W 
crosslinked protein DNA complex. High salt fractions (1.1 and 1.3M KC1 buffer) from 
a column purification as in fig l a  were used to determine which of the many bands on 
the gel represents the protein(s) responsible for the observed DNA binding activity. 
The scale on the left represents the unlabelled molecular weight markers visualized by 
silver staining of the gels prior to film exposure. 
< Complex 
< Free Probe 
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Fig. 2. Alignment of SpRFA-70 Anzilzo Acid Seqzdelzce to Xenopus, Hzlman and 
Yeast Sequences From PrositelCenProt. 
The sequence of a clone containing the full coding region for SpRFA-70 is 
compared to and aligned with sequences from Prosite/Genbank files for Human RFA 
(P27694), Xenopus laevis RFA(Q01588) and Yeast Saccharomyces cerevisine RFA( 
P22336). These sequences were aligned using the ClustalV program, with minor 
adjustments made by hand afterwards. The uppercase letters and a hat (") mark 
positions of conservation between the SpRFA-70 kD subunit and any one of the 
other three proteins. Asterisks (*) below the sequences indicate positions where all 
four match exactly. Putative functional domains have been indicated according to 
homologies with identified domains in other proteins. The # symbol above the 
sequence on the second line indicates hydrophobic amino acids, which are repeated 
every 7 positions. This could give rise to a coiled coil helical domain. The sea urchin, 
human, and Xenopus proteins all share a proline rich domain (9-12 residues), but 
there is no conservation of the positions of these residues. The basic domain is well 
conserved between all four homologues, as is the single 4C zinc finger that can be 
found near the carboxy terminus. The amino acid sequences determined from the 
peptide fragments are found starting at amino acid positions 329 and 369. The 
experimentally determined peptide sequences corresponded exactly with the amino 
acid sequence derived from the DNA sequence. The percent similarities of the 
RFA 70 sequences of various species are shown in Table 1. 
SpRFA-70 Mn-nlLSRGAIMIFrgenvSC-PvLQllackkmnaaasGkavdRYRLlSDGehT-ctA 57 
rfal-XENLA MalpqLSeGAIsamlg-gdsSCkPtLQvi---nirpintGngppRYRLlmSDGlnTlssf 
rfal-HUMAN M-vgqLSeGAIMImqkgdtnikPiLQvi---nirpittGnsppRYRLlmSDGlnTlssf 
rfal-YEAST MssvqLSRGdfhsIFtnkqrydnPtggvyqvyntrksdgansnrknliMiSDGiyhmk-A * * *  * A A A A A A  A A  * A h  A  A A A A A A * * *  A  A  
# # # # # # - #  # 




A * A A * A A  A  A *  A  A A A A  A  A  A h  A h  A A  A h  A  
[-------------- Proline rich domain--------------- 1 
SpRFA-70 tP-mrapGQGggpAPAqqq-srPdstvshdPpqtarptsyGTgapasAipalqgtfyGqs 174 
rfal-XENLA qP--yndGQpqpaAPApasapaPapsklqnnsapppsmnrGTsklfg--------- gGsl 
rfal-HUMAN vP--yneG1GqpqvappapaasPaassrpqPqng~~gmgstvskaygAsktfgkaagpsl 
rfal-YEAST ldnyfsehpnetlkdeditdsgnvanqtnasnagvpdmlhsnsnlnanerkfane----- 
A  A A A  A A A  A  A  A h  A  A  
[------------ Basic domain------------- 1 




A A A  A k A * * * A  * * A h * * * A h *  * A * * A f  * A h * * * * h  A h *  A 




A A A  * A A * A *  A h  A h  A h  * A A * A A A A  A  A  A * A A A  A A A A  A * A  A h  




* A A * A * A A *  A  A A A  A  * *  A A A A  A A A  A  A  A  * * * A A A * A * A * A  
[C C Zinc Einqer C C] 
SpRFA-70 VKgTIlFvRKENCMYmACPSaeCNKKVsEngdGsYRCEKCsKdyeNFKYRLlLSANvADs 529 




* * A * A * A  A A A A  * A  A A A A  A  
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Fig. 3. Probe Excess Titrntiorr Detennitration of SpRFA Relative Affinity and DNA 
Binding Equilibn'zdtn Menszrretlzents for dsDNA ntrd ssDNA 
(a)Relative binding affinity of SpRFA for specific site double-stranded DNA 
Estimation of relative binding affinity (Kr) and protein quantity by quantitative gel shift 
titrations of the SpRFA-70 protein using a specific dsDNA target. The Kr and Po 
values determined in this measurement are shown in the lower right comer of the 
graph. The Kr and Po were determined according to the method described in Calzone 
et al., (1988). The probe in this case was the 125 bp fragment from the SpZ2-I 
upstream region that contains a pair of inverted SpRFA-70 binding sites. The extract 
was the f i s t  1.25 M KC1 column fraction shown in Fig. 4a. These results are 
quantitatively similar to those obtained previously with whole embryo nuclear extract 
(Anderson er al., 1994). (b and c) Eq~tilihri~tr~z constants determined by probe 
saturation measurements with a specific dsDNA probe or multiple ssDNA probes. 
(b)Examples of data are shown for the specific site dsDNA binding using the 
oligonucleotide probe DS (see materials and methods) and (c) for ssDNA binding 
using probe C (materials and methods) The extracts used for these measurements were 
combined salt elution fractions, in which the most prevalent protein was SpRFA-70. 
The amount of input protein was determined by probe excess titration measurements 
with the short 34 bp dsDNA probe DS and found to be approximately 2.2*lo9 
molecules/pL. The lines represent the theoretical curves for the protein binding to the 
probe in a 1:1 ( - - - -), 2:l (------) or a 3:l ( -- -- -- ) protein to DNA complex. 
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Fig. 4. Purification artd irnmz~rzodetection of SpRFA 
(a)SDS-PAGE separation of fractions from ssDNA poly dC column The 
extract passed over the column is a combination of several 0.7 M fractions from the 
dsDNA affinity column (Figure la). Lane P1 shows an aliquot of extract taken before 
application to the column. The lane labeled 0.1 M shows an aliquot of the extract 
immediately after passage throughout the column. The subsequent lanes show 
fractions eluted at the indicated KC1 buffer molarities. The MW lane shows a high 
molecular weight protein ladder. The SpRFA-70 binding activity is present in all 
fractions from this and similar column runs. (b) Imm~inodetection of SpRFA in Crude 
Bacterial Lysate and Affiiniry P~trified Fractions from Egg Extmct: Antibody raised 
against the expressed peptide fragment was used in the detection. Visualization was 
effected by use of enzyme labeled secondary antibody (goat anti rabbit-HRP 
conjugate). The bacterial lysate lane shows the reaction with proteins from an aliquot 
of bacterial lysate, from cells expressing a peptide fragment of SpRFA-70. The 
additional bands are due to the high quantity of lysate loaded on the gel. The column 
fraction lane shows the reaction with native SpRFA-70 protein, purified by affinity 
chromatography and eluted with a second wash of 1.OM KC1 buffer from the single- 
stranded DNA affinity column. The arrow indicates the position of the native protein 
and the location of the antibody staining in the "Column Fraction" lane. 

Appendix 1 
Detection of the SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat in other species 
Roger F. Anderson, Catherine A. Moore and Eric H. Davidson 
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Abstract 
In the S. purpuratus genome we identified a low copy (-400 copies per genome), 
highly conserved repeat element, that we call the SpRFA-70/SpZ12- 1 repeat, based on the 
two factors, SpZ12-1 (Wang et al., 1995) and SpRFA-70 (Ch. 3) which bind to different 
well conserved regions of this repeat. We looked for the presence of the two regions that 
contain these binding sites in the genomes of other organisms. Genomic DNAs from five 
sea urchin species as well as 15 other unrelated species were used to screen for these 
regions. Except for other species of Strongylocentrotus, the repetitive element could not 
be detected in other genomes. 
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Introduction 
SpWA-70 is the sea urchin homologue of the replication factor A 70 kD subunit 
(RFA-70). RFA is a ubiquitous protein found in all eukaryotes that is required for DNA 
replication (Kim et at., 1992). We demonstrated that SpRFA-70 binds to a specific site in 
the SpRFA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat (Ch 2). Since RFA is found so widely it follows that its 
binding site would be present in all animal genomes. We wanted to detemine if the 
SpWA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat in which the specific binding site is embedded is also found in 
other genomes. It has been demonstrated previously that interspersed repeat families tend 
to be resnicted to closely related species. The SpWA-70/SpZ12-1 repeat is a good 
candidate to see if a repeat with one or more functional protein binding sites would follow 
this rule. We show by hybridization to blotted genomic DNA from multiple species that 
there are copies of the SpRFA-70 and the SpZl2-I repeat regions present in the genomes 
of three species of Strongylocenrrotus. No significant evidence was found to suggest that 
either of these regions is conserved outside of the class Echinoidia. 
Results 
An array of genomic DNA samples was digested, run out in a gel and blotted onto 
nylon membrane to use in screening for copies of these regions. The source organisms 
were chosen for their relation to S. purpuratus, or their wide use in laboratory research. 
Specific probes pig. 1) were hybridized to the DNA on the filters and then washed under 
controlled criteria to detemine the lower limit of homology allowed. The filters were 
washed under increasing stringencies and exposed to film between washing steps. The 
results of the highest stringency washes after probe hybridization are shown in Figures 2a 
and 2b. These experiments reveal sites with significant homology to both repeat regions in 
the three species of Strongylocentrotus and a weak homology to the SpZI2-I region in the 
sea urchin Echinometra viridis. No significant numbers of homologous copies of these 
sections of the repeat are detectable under these conditions in any of the other genomes 
tested. The smear that is barely detectable in the lane showing the calf DNA is probably 
due to an excess of DNA in that lane. 
To determine if the arrangement of binding sites and the repeat length are 
conserved in the other sea urchin species, we used PCR to amplify the repeat region 
between the SpRFA-70 and SpZI2-l probe sites in the various sea urchin genornic DNA's. 
The primers used in the amplification are the same binding site oligonucleotides used to 
probe the blots (Fig. 1). No amplification products from this repeat family can be 
observed from any of the genomes other than S. purpuratus. Three possible differences in 
the repeat structure could account for this result: the bases at the ends of the sites are not 
well conserved, the sites are not in close proximity to one another or the sites are not in 
the proper orientation for amplification. These results indicate that S. purpuratus is 
probably the only sea urchin species in which the repeat structure we identified is 
maintained. Yet as we showed earlier, exactly this structure occurs several hundred times 
and is remarkably well conserved, in the S. purpuratus genome (Anderson et al., 1994). 
Discussion 
The results shown in Fig. 2 distinguish the phylogenetic distribution of the 
repetitive sequence elements that our probes identify from the distribution of the binding 
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sites for SpZ 12- 1 and SpRFA-70 factors per se. Though the phylogenetic distribution of 
the SpZ12-1 transcription factor has not been investigated specifically, it is certainly not to 
be expected that this factor would be confined to the genus Strongylocentrotus. 
Transcription factors and their target sites are generally of widespread distribution, as the 
requirement for coevolution (i.e., of the protein's recognition sequence, and its DNA 
target site) will retard evolutionary change; and as Wang et nl. (1995) showed, the Zn 
finger binding domain of SpZ12- 1 in fact closely resembles that of a Drosophila Zn finger 
factor Krcppel. As noted above SpRFA-70 is a ubiquitus factor among eukaryotes. The 
probe that we used to detect the SpRFA-70 repeat element is 28 bp in length. The length 
of the actual SpRFA-70 target site is unknown, though it is a highly specific site that is 
bound very tightly by a single SpRFA-70 molecule per probe fragment (Chapter 3). The 
probe for the SpZl2-1 site is 21 bp in length and includes a single site for the SpZ12-1 
protein, which is 10 bp long (Wang et al., 1995). Since the criterion conditions applied in 
the genome blot of Fig. 2 of this Appendix allowed no more than 3 bp mismatches per 
probe molecule, we are clearly assaying the presence or absence of the repeat elements in 
which these two target sites are embedded, not of the sites themselves. These repeat 
elements are, as shown in Fig. 2, confined to the genus Strongylocentrotus. 
Interspersed repetitive sequences in sea urchins, as in other taxa, tend to occur in 
narrow phylogenetic distributions, and in fact it is often observed that the frequency of a 
given family varies over 10-fold even among congeners (Moore er al., 1978). In this 
respect the elements assayed here are typical: they are undetectable as such even in other 
sea urchin genera. 
Since the factor target sites are undoubtedly widespread, while the interspersed 
repeats in which we found them in S. purpuratlrs DNA are tightly confined to this genus, 
we conclude that these target sites must have been "captures" by a mobile repetitive 
sequence in the common ancestor of the Strongylocentroids. The repeat then amplified 
and dispersed around the genome, carrying the target sites with it. This is an interesting 
and perhaps fundamentally important mechanism of evolution (Britten and Davidson, 
1971; Klein et al., 1978; Moore et al., 1978; Britten, in press Phylogenetics & Evolution). 
Most of the SpRFA-70 and SpZ12-1 target sites embedded in this compound repeat 
sequence are doubtless of no physiological significance, since they must have been inserted 
in their present locations rather recently, i.e., since the divergence of the genus 
Strongylocentrotus from other echinoid genera (530my ago; Smith, 1988). However, we 
found this repeat, containing these target sites, in the vicinity of three known genes 
(Anderson et al., 1994). In one of these occurancees, viz, in the CyIIIa gene, the SpZ12-1 
target site plays an essential regulatory role (Wang et al., 1995), though we could find no 
role for the SpRFA-70 site, which can be deleted with no effect on expression 
(unpublished data). Perhaps in this study we are observing an early stage of the basic 
evolutionary process by which regulatory modules are transported by mobile elements into 
the cis-control regions of genes, thereby endowing them with new regulatory responses. 
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Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the ~o regions ofthe SpRFA-70ISpZ12-1 repent. 
The gray area represents the region containing the SpRFA-70 binding site. The gray 
mow above that section indicates the position and orientation of the 28 bp 
oligonucleotide probe used to detect that portion of the whole repeat. We know that the 
specific binding site for SpRFA-70 lies somewhere within the sequence of the probe. The 
black area represents the section containing the SpZ12-1 site. The black arrow below the 
SpZ12-1 region indicates the site and position of the 21 bp oligonucleotide probe used to 
detect this segment of the repeat. The exact location of binding for SpZ12-1 is indicated 
by the box. The same probes were used for PCR amplifications. 
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Fig. 2. Detection of SpRFA-70 and SpZ12-l repeat copies in genomic DNA from 
multiple organism- "Zoo Blot": 5 pg of B a s  I-digested genomic DNA from the 
organisms indicated was electrophoretically separated on a 0.7% agarose gel and 
transferred overnight to a nylon membrane by acidic capillary blotting. The membrane was 
dried for 15 minutes at 80°C. 10-15 seconds of exposure to a long wave UV light source 
at a distance of 10 cm was used to cross-link the DNA to the membrane. In separate 
experiments probes were hybridized to the blot overnight, at 42OC for the SpRFA-70 site 
oligo and at 37OC for the SpZ12-I probe. (a) Autoradiograph showing the blot after 
hybridization with the SpRFA-70 probe and selective stringency washes to 6I0C in 
tetramethylammonium chloride as described previously (Anderson et a!., 1994). These 
conditions allow for a mismatch of up to 3 base pairs within the 28 bp probe (-1 1%) (b) 
Autoradiograph showing the blot after hybridization with the SpZI2-I probe and selective 
stringency washes to 52°C in te~amethylammonium chloride. This allows for up to 3 base 
pair differences within the 21 bp probe (-14%). 
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Summary 
Prerbus st.ud'icrs have loeatedt sonle twenty distinct sites 
within the 2.3 kb 5' regulatory domain of the sea urchin 
GyIIIa cytoskeletal actin gene, where there occur in vitro 
high-specificity interactions with nuclear DKA-binding 
proteins of the embryo. This gene is activated in late 
cleavage, exclusively in cells of the aboraI ectoderm cell 
lineages. In this study, we investigate the functional 
importance iroz ~tivo f these sites of DNA-protein interac- 
tion. Sea urclzirl eggs were coinjected with a fusion gene 
construct in 1% hich the bacterial chloramphenkol acety1- 
trancferase (CAT) reporter gene is under the control of 
the entire CyIIIa regulatory domain, together with 
molar excesses of one of ten noasvcrlapping competitor 
subjrtigmewrs of Plak domain, each of which contains one 
or a fe14 specific site(s) of interaction. The exogenous 
excess binding sites competitively titrate the available 
regulatory factors away from the respective sites associ- 
ated with the CyIlIa CAT reporter gene. This provides 
a method for detecting in t*ivo sites within the regulatory 
domain that are required for normal levels of ex- 
pression, without disturbing the structure of the regulat- 
ory domain. We thus identify five nonoverlapping re- 
gions of the regulatory DNA that apparently function as 
binding sites for positively acting transcriptional regu- 
latory factors. Competition with s suf~fiugment bearing 
an octamer site results in embrjonii. Icrhality. We find 
that three other sites display no quan1it:ttis r competitive 
interference with CyIIla- CAT expression, though as 
shown in the accompanying paper. tstu of these sites are 
required for control of spatial expression. ?Ve conclude 
that the complex CyIIIa regulatory domain must assess 
the state of many distinct and individually necessary 
interactions in order to properly regulate CyIIIa tran- 
scriptional activity in development. 
Key words: sea urchin embryo. regulatory factors, in viva. 
CyIIIa actin gene. 
Introduction 
The CyIIIa cytoskeletal actin gene of the sea urchin 
Srrt~rrg~~ocefz~~~ori t .~ plirJ?ttrattis is transcriptionally acti- 
vated late in cleavage in the presumptive aboral ecto- 
derm territory of the embryo and. throughout embry- 
onic development, the gene continues to be transcribed 
exclusively in the aboral ectoderm (Shott et al. 1984: 
Cox er al. 1986; h e .  1986: Hickey et al. 1987). A 
necessary and sufficient cis-rcgulatcaq domain extend- 
ing approxirnatel? 2.3 kb upstream of the CyIIIa tran- 
scription s t m  site. which promores correct temporal 
and spatial aaivation of a covalently associated CAT 
reporter gene, hi14 been identified by gene transfer 
experiments (Flytzanis et al. 1987; Hough-Evans er nl. 
1987, 1988; reviewed by Davidson, 1989). The CyIIIa 
cis-regulatory domain includes about 20 sites where 
there occur in vitra high-specificity DNA-protein inter- 
actions. These have been located in gel shift mapping 
experiments nith specific oligonucleotide competitors, 
using crude embryonic nuclear extracts (Calzone et al. 
1988: Thezk er al. 1990). This set of sites includes 13 
wholly non-homologous, distinct recognition se- 
quences, some of which occur several times in the 
CyIIIa regulatory domain. There are unlikely to be 
additional binding sites in any of the fragments used in 
the competition experiments beyond those already 
characterized, that is, for factors that display a mean- 
ingful level of specific binding in vitro. Our objective in 
the present work was to obtain evidence in vivo of the 
functional significance of individual CyIIIa protein- 
binding sites. or of small subsets of locally contiguous 
sites. The approach chosen was based on the prior in 
vivo competition experiments of Livant et al. (1988). 
There it was shown that coinjection with the 
CyIIIa . CAT fusion of low ( 2 - 2 0 ~ )  molar excesses of 
the whole regulatory domain per se (i.e. lacking the 
CAT reporter gene) resulted in a near stoichiometric, 
quantitative decrease in reporter gene activity as a 
function of regulatory sequence: CAT reporter fusion 
gene ratio (molar excess, as used here, refers to the 
number of copies of competitor sites compared to 
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CyIIla CATgenes. ) In the studies described in this and 
the accompan)iing paper, we coinjected restriction frag- 
ments containing szrbregioi~s of the regulatory domain, 
tagether with a near saturating number of complete 
CyIIla * CP~T genes. The significance of individual tar- 
get sites (or small sets of target sites) o n  these subfrag- 
rnents was determined h_\- assessing the activity of the 
GAT reporter gene later in development. From this 
approach t\vo forms of information can b e  denksd. 
When the coinjected restriction fragments contain sites 
' vo are of positive DNA-factor interaction that irt 1.6 
required for normal gene function, competition for 
these specific factors depresses the level of CATactivity 
measured in the transgenic embryos. In  the ac- 
companying paper, we show that ectopic spatial ex- 
pression results from competition with other specific 
regulatory target sequences. implying that the interac- 
tions occurring in these sequences function in vi1.o t o  
control spatial expression. 
Materials and methods 
Prc7pal-ilfiotz t i t t i /  inlecrioir of S. purpuratus eggs 
Unfertilized eggs uere microinjected as pre\liously described 
(SfcXlahon rr ill. 1985). Briefl!. the eggs aere dejellied by 
exposure to pH5.0 filtered sea water (FSN') and fixed 
electrostaticall! to protamine sulfate-coated dishes. Approxi- 
matel! 2 pl of a DNA solution u as injected into the cytoplasm 
of each egg. After injection the eggs were fertilized and 
cultured at 15°C. in the same dishes. in FSM" containing 
penicillin (70 units n11-9 and streptom! cin (50 lrg ml-I). 
C.4 P'fittio~r genes a~rd itwhale reglrlator!, doninitr 
cornpetirors 
T\\o C!Illa-CAT fusion genes \\ere used in these exper- 
iments. The 14 hb CjIIIa . CAT construct (Flytzanis et a/.  
1087) contains about 7 hb of genomic DNA estcnding 5' from 
the trarlscriprion initiatioll site of the Strong~loceitrrot~ts 
ptcr~?lrrnrrts C!IIla cqtoskelctal actin gene. plus the 5' leader 
sequence of the GyIIIa primarq transcript that is interrupted 
b! d 2.2 Lb intron (ALhurst et al. 1984). The fitiictn point is a 
ScrR site located 19 cadon* following the sran ccdon af the 
C! IIIa . CAT rneksge. An St'-# poi? f A)  addition slrc and 
plasmid sequences are also included. The CyIIIa CAT con- 
struct %as Iinearized for microinjection at a unique SpllI site 
located about 2.5 lnb upstream of the transcription start site 
(see Fig. 1). A second fusion gene was created by in-frame 
subcloning the 9.5kb SalI fragment from CyIIIa-CAT 
(Flg. 1) into the CAT vector pUC.PL. CAT gene (Bond- 
Matthews and Davidson. 1988). The vector \+as first modified 
to create a SalI site (R. Franks et a/.  unpublished: Sucov et 01. 
1988). This fusion is called pCyIIIa.CAT. 1. The 6.3kb 
SplzI-kjllrrjl fragment front cfyllfa. CAT - l nas geI purified 
and used for microinjection (Fig. 1). This fragment includes 
all necessary CyIIIa regulatory sequences. 
Subf)-agmer~ts o f  rhe CyIIIn regulatory dor7.rnin used as 
cor?~peritors 
Subfragments that were used for the in t.il<o competition 
experiments \\ere derived either directly from the CyIIla. 
CAT construct. or from pUC 18/19 subclones of the CyIIIa 
regulatory region (Calzone et al. 1988; F. Calzone, R. Hill, E. 
Davidson. unpubli5hf.d). or equivalent Bluescript subclones 
(A. Cutting and E. Davidson. unpublished) by digestion \\ ith 
the appropriate restriction enzymes (sce legend to Fig. 3). 
The fragments aere  gel purified. S f i f r apen t s  less than 
approximately l.0kb in length were ligated iiz 19irt.o to sperm 
DNA (prepared as previously described; Lee et al. 1984). The 
sperm DNA was digested with an appropriate restriction 
enzyme to produce molecules of an average length of about 
5.0kb. the termini of which uould be homologous with the 
competitor DNA termini, or blunt-ended if the competitor 
DNA molecule bore a blunt end. Ligation reactions were 
ar 15°C overnight in 20-50jd that contained up to 
10 pg of total DKX utth an average molar ratio of competitor 
DNA fragments/carrier DNA fragments of about 5.0. The 
ligated DNA was digested with BgRI, an enzyme for whtch 
none of the competitor DNA subfragments included a site, 
and molecules ranging in size from approximately 1 kb to 
15 kb \\ere obtained for microinjection b! fractionation in a 
1 % lou-melt agarose gel. fo l lo~ed b) purification by the 
Geneclean (Bio 101 Inc.) procedure. Alternati\*ely, the BgliI- 
digested DNA aas  size-fractionated by gel filtration through 
Bio-Gel A-5 m (BioRad). The actual concentration of the 
specific competitor DNA sequence in the final sample used for 
injection was measured by slot-blot hybridization, using a 
single-stranded RNA probe. Known numbers of linearized 
CyIIIa . CAT DNA molecules \\ere included on each filter as 
standards. Typically. the competitor DNA sequence ttas 
present at an akerage density of about 3.4 copies per 5 kb of 
carrier DNA in the sample (all samples used fell nithin tlrs 
range 2-6 copies per 5kb carrier DNA except the P7I 
ligation. which was injected at 1 copy per 5 hb). A fea 
deiiations are noted in the legend to Fig. 3. 
Each DKA solution mas made up in 40% g1)cerol and 
contained 550-2000 molecules of a CAT fusion gene per pi. 
together with competitor DNA and/or carrier DNA (see 
test). The DNA mass in each injection solution uas adjusted 
by the addition of carrier to yield at least a 5-fold mass exce4s 
of carrier DNA plus competitor DNA. over CAT DNA. and 
to ensure that each injection sample i n  a given experiment 
contained the same total DNA concentration. 
Mensurerner?t of CAT er?~!~ine content per em hryo 
Embryos \\ere analyzed for CAT enzyme content at 20-24 h 
pr9srfertilization (hatched blastula) as previously described 
(?vlc,Srlahctn e? GI. 1983). using lysates derived from 40-60 
injected embryos and a series of bacterial CAT enzyme 
standards. Under our conditions. one unit of CAT enzynle 
activity equals -2 .6~10" molecules of enzyme, as estab- 
lished earlier by reference to a purified reeombinanr CAT 
enzyme preparation (NcMahon et al. 1984). 
Mensrtrenterzr of C A T  DNA and cor~zperitor DNA 
coi~rent per eln b y o  
DNA measurements were made at 24 h postfertilization by a 
modification of the slot-blot procedure described earlier 
(Flytzanis et al. 1987; Franks et a/.  1988). Centrifugal pellets 
containing 60-130 injected embryos m uninjected control 
embryos were mixed in 50 !d of 250mhi Tris-HC1. pH 7.8 with 
-100 gastrula stage Ljteclzitzrrs ~~ariegntrts embryos used as 
carrier. An equal volume of 0.1 hi EDTA, pH 8 . 0 , 0 . 2 ~  NaCI, 
1 % SDS was added. and the samplcs were incubated with 
20 jig of proteinase K for 3 h at 55 "C. The nucleic acids w ere 
extracted and treated with 0 . 4 ~  NaOH at 65°C to denature 
the DNA and hydrolyze the RNA, and %ere filtered onto 
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nitrocellulose us~ng  a slot-blot apparatus; as pre\iously de- 
scribed. For h!bridization standards known numbers af 
C!IIIa.CAT D N A  molecules. linearized mith SphI. \sere 
mixed with L tSarlegatrrs carrier nucleic acids. treated with 
0.4 br NaQH as described above. and applied to each filter. 
These standards of course include all of the different competi- 
tive sequences, since the u hole regulatory domain is present 
in CyIlIa . CAT(see Fig. 1) as \\ell as the CATgene sequence. 
The slots v.erc. cut exactly in half. and the halves were 
separately hybridaed airh hingle-stranded RNA probes con- 
taining sequence.; reprexnnting either the CAT gene (Flytzanis 
et a/. 1087) or the Cy!tia 5'-sequence used for ill ~ . i ~ * o  
compet~tion. Probe specific activities were about 
1 . 3 ~  10' cts min- ' pg-! H)i! bridizations with the CAT probe 
were carried out at 40°C in 50% formamide as described 
(Franks er al. 1988). Hlbridizations a i t h  the C!IIla 5'- 
competitor sequence probes Mere performed at temperatures 
calculatell to  maximize hybridization efficiencq based on C-C 
content (Case? and Davidson. 1977). The filters uere  washed 
t\\ice \\ith 2xSSC ( I  xSSC i\ 0.15 at NaCI. 0.015xt sodium 
atrate) .  0.2 Oio SDS at room temperature. tmice \\itE;! ZXSSC. 
0.2 % SDS at 68°C. and rtsice \sith 0.75xSSC. 0.2 % SDS at 
68°C. Follouing autaradiograph!. each half-slot mas cut out 
and counted: q~lantitatlon of CAT DNA sequences or  CyIIIa 
5'-corr1pet1tor DNA sequences in each half-slot was made by 
comparison to the signal obtained for h!bridization betueen 
each probe and the C! IIla . CAT D N A  standards on each 
filter. Thc n~fi~perrtcrr DI;A scqutncc probes also hybridized 
with the i n r o ~ i r a r e d  f \fIfd CAT sequences present in each 
half-slot of D S A  extracted from the injected embryos. 
Therefore. the number of competitor D N A  molecules in 
ehcrss of C! IIIa . CAT genes in a gi\ en half-slot could be 
determined b! subtracting the number of C! IIIa . CAT D N A  
moleculcc t h a t  was calculated to be present (using the 
corrc.%pr~drng kaali-slot 11: bridizstion signal obtained \kith the 
CAT probe ) ;fiarn the roxai 81uinhc.r of wquencr"~ t t m  hybrid- 
ized mith the cornprtirvr DNA probe Thus rhe molar ratlo af 
incorporated competitor DNA:C! IIIa . CAT DNA in the 
tralisgenic embr! os 1% as obtained. The number of CAT DNA 
molecules and competitor DNA molecules present per half- 
slot was also cornputed in terms of average numbers of 
molecules per embr!o. 
The comperrri\c i j i  t I\ o titr,ltion\ carrtcd r>ut \ \ ~ t h  the ~ g h d e  
regulator! domail? b! Livant et al. (1988) indicated that the 
efficienc! of competition ill tnvo itas about 4-4 %I of ideal 
expectation. This \\as established by deriving a competition 
efficienc! coefficient. a. given the f o m  !.= ( 1  +an)-'. where t 
is the CAT acri.r.it! relarite to thc control. in which 
C! fIia .CAT but no competitor D K A  is introduced into the 
emhr!os: and x IS the molar ratio of competitor to 
CyIIIa - CAT DNA actuall! incorporated in the experimental 
embryos. Were n = l .  the factor binding sites included in the 
incorporated CyIIIa . CAT genes. and those in the incorpor- 
ated competitor regulatory domains. uould have compered 
\+ith equal ef+iciency for the litn~ring DNA bindlrrg facrors 
The microinjection gene transfer s5srem uti l i~ed in bzh the 
experiments of Livant era/. (198s) and those described in this 
paper, produces a mosaic. though random. pattern of exogea- 
ous DNA incorporation (McMahan et al. 1985: f l y t z m k e ~ a l .  
1989: Hough-Evans er a/. 1987: Frankc .ef nl. IW: see Lit ant 
er a/. 1988). Thus. a probabie explanation for the -2-fold 
discrepanc! from ideal behavior in the experiments of Livant 
er a!. (1988) is that the cells incorporating and expressing 
C!IIla.CAT in their genomes are not invariably the same 
cells that incorporate all the competitor sequences. 
Results 
Co~?zpetiri\.e rirrarioiz ~rsitlg tile entire Cyllln rezgularoq* 
L-loi~zaii~ 
Previously published gene transfer studies demonstrat- 
ing that correct spatial and temporal expression is 
mediated by upstream CyIIIa sequence \\ere carried 
out with the linearized CyIIIa CATfusion (Flytzanis er 
al. 1987; Hough-Evans et al. 1987. 1988), and this 
construct was also used in some of the experiments we 
report here. A second construct. pCyIIIa-CAT. 1, 
utilized in other experiments, is shown diagrammati- 
cally in Fig, 1A. Expression of the 6.3 kb SplzI-QnI 
fragment of pCyIIIa . CAT. 1 in transgenic embryos is 
indistinguishable from that of CyIIIa . CAT in quanti- 
tative. temporal, and spatial respects. On microinjec- 
tion into sea urchin egg cytoplasm. linear DNA mol- 
ecules of these lengths are rapidly ligated, irrespective 
of the DNA termini. into long end-to-end concatenates 
that are stably incorporated into one or more blasto- 
mere nuclei during cleavage. and are replicated 
together with host cell DNA throughout embryogenesis 
(McMahon er 01. 1985: Flytzanis er a!. 1985). No 
differences were detected in the degree of amplification 
of an! of the fusion genes or competition fragments 
within experiments. 
In an initiaI series of experiments, fragmcl~ts contain- 
ing the complete set of detectable prot~bin-binding 
sequence elements were used as in vit-o co~llpetitors in 
order to prokide base line stoichiometry for comparison 
nith the competitive effects of individual suhfragments. 
In Fig. 2 we present new data that substantiate the 
observation (Livant et nl. 1985) that quantitative com- 
petitive titrations can be obtained it? ~ , i ~ . o  in sea urchin 
embryos. This Fig. shows the pooled 'u hole regulatory 
domain' controls for the subfragment competition ex- 
periments presented in the following. For each point in 
Fig. 2, at least 1200 molecules of the CyIIIa *GAT 
reporter. plus the indicated numbers of competitive 
DNA molecules (9.5kb Snfl or 4.3kb A'coI-EroRI 
irragnaents. ~ e e  Fig. 1) were injected. At least a 5-fold 
mass excess of carrier and 'or competitor DNA was 
coinjected with the C> llla CAT genes. The carrier 
used was sea urchin s p m  DSA, cut to a mean length 
of 5 kb. Thus the individual CyIIIa CAT genes in the 
incorporated concatenates were distributed around a 
mean distance apart of 30-70 kb (depending on whether 
the 14 kb CyIIIa CAT or the 6.3 kb Sphl-KpizI frag- 
ment was used). interspersed among randomly selected 
sequences; or, in the competition samples, among 
trarious ratios of CyIIIa regulator3 domain and 5 kb 
zandomly selected sequence. Pre l imina~ experiments 
had shown that the CyIIIa - CAT gene functions 2-Jx 
more efficiently when separated by 33.5-fold excess of 
carrier (possibly due to transcriptional interference in 
the absence of carrier). Within eac"nesprixnenta1 series 
of Fig. 2, the various competition samples and the 
reference sample. in which CyIIIa . CATand carrier but 
no competitor had been introduced, all received exactly 
the same total mass of DNA per egg: i.e. the carrier 
DNA content was adjusted to take into account the 
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(A) CyIIIa intron 1 
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Fig. 1, Structure of the pCyIIIa -CATv 1 gene fusion. locarions of sites of in rrrrcr ~nteraction between nuclear factors and 
CyIIla 5'-Ranking sequence. and competitor DhA fragments. ( A )  Map of pCyIIIa- CAT. 1. Hatched areas represent sea 
U ~ C ~ ~ E P  wque~ccs. ixlclttding the 2.2 kb first intron contained within the CyIIIa primary transcript (Akhurst er al. 1987). The 
fusion p i n t  is a Sull site located 11 codons following the start codon of pCyIIIa. CAT. 1. An SVXl poly(A) addition site is 
included. together with plasmid sequences. The 6.3 kb SphI-iiprzl fragment derived from the pCyIIla *CAT. I fusion gene 
was used for microinjection. Alternatively, the Cy1Ila .CAT fusion gene (nor shown) described by Flytzanis er al. (1987) was 
linearized at the SphI site located 2.5 kb upstream of the CyIIla transcription start site. and used for microinjection. (B) Map 
of the Cyllla cis-regulatory domain. and competitor DNA fragments. The locations of all known sites of in vitro interaction 
between sequence elements in the 5'-flanking regulatory region of the CyIIIa gene and nuclear factors are depicted by black 
boxes within the 2.5 kb PsrI-Bai?zHI fragment. The protein-DNA interactions described by ThCz4 clr at. (4W) for each 
binding site are indicated (PI-P8). The P1 binding region actually extends into the 5' c15d of the first exw of the CylfIa 
gene. The 9.5 kb C!lIfa .'%PI fragment and the 4.3 kb ATcoI-EcoR1 fragment (indicated above the map), each of which 
contains the entire regdawrq. domain, were used as competitor in the in ivivo competition experiments shown in Fig. 2. 
DNA subtrapents a?lf the regulatory region (shown below the map) that contain the indicated factor-binding site(s) (or no 
binding site. x j  wear released from pUC subclones (Calzone et af. 1968) by digestion from the polylinker with EcoRl and 
HirzdIXI (PI-P3, P4-P6, x) or Hind111 (P5). or from pBluescript subclones (A. Cutting, E. Davidson, unpublished data) by 
digestion with BatrzHl and HrtzdlII (P3A, P7I). Fragment P3B was derived from fragment P3 by digestion with HinfI. These 
fragments %ere ligated to sea urchin carrier DNA molecules bearing termini homologous with the specific fragment and 
prepared for microinjection as described in Materials and methods, and were subsequently used for the in 1.i1.o competition 
experiments shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. Restriction sites shown are: a, AvalI; b, BarnHZ: d. DdeI; dr, DraI: h, NirzdllI: 
ha, HaeIII: hi. Hiflfl: hp, Hpnil; k,  Kpnl: n, NcoI; p. PstI: r, Rsal: e, EcoRI; s, SaD: sp, SpltI. 
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Molar ratio: Competitor DNNCyma-CAT DNA 
Fig. 2. Competition itr vlr.o betueen the CyIIIa Sr-  
regulator> domain and coinjectcd CyIIIa . CAT reporter 
genes. At least 1200 molecules of a CyIIIa . CAT gene 
fusion uere injected at each point. together with varying 
numbers of either the 9.5 kb SalI DKA fragment or the 
4.3 Lb Qul-LcclRl DNA fragment. containing all known 
sites of 111 tqrrro interaction beween the CyIIIa 5'-regulatory 
region and nuclear factors (see Fig. 18) as competitor. The 
molar ratio of competitor sequence to C5IIIa. CAT 
sequence incorporated at each point was measured by 
slot-blot hybridization of DNA extracted from samples of 
pooled transgenic embryos. using "P-labeled probes 
specific for each sequence. a.; described in Materials and 
methods. A second aliquot of embqos Has pooled and 
acsayed for CAT acti\.lty at each point. The relationship 
b e t ~ e e n  CAT activity per embr>o relative to the CAT 
actilit? per embryo (normalized to 1.0) in the control in 
mhich no competitor DNA uas included ( 1 ) .  and molar 
ratio. (x). of competitor DNA molecules to CyIIIa . CAT 
genes. can he approximated as y=(l-t- ax)-'. \\here a is the 
;ompetition efficiency coefficient. and provides an estimate 
of the fractlon of competitor fragments aa~vei? hnctiuning 
ac competitor (Li~ant  er ul. 1988; see legend to Table 1). 
The dashed curlre indicates the idea1 form. i.e. where 
a= 1.0. The solid curve is the least squares fit to the 
experimental data. and yields a value for a of 0.76 [Livant 
et a/. (1988) obtained az0.44 in similar experiments; 
considering the xatter rhere may be no real difference 
betheen these results, nor any real discrepancy from an a. 
value of unity]. Tuenty-six experiments are shown. Each 
unique symbol represents an experiment carried out wirh a 
single batch of eggs. CyIIIa . CAT gene fusion and 
competitor DNA fragment used are: solid symbols (black or 
white), 6.3 kb SplzI-QrrI pCyllla . CAT. 1 fragment plus 
9.5 kb SaR competitor DNA fragment: cross-hatched 
symbols, Sphl-linear CyIIIa . CAT (Flytzanis et al. 1987) 
plus 9.5 kb Safi cornperitor DXA frament: right-shaded 
symbols. SpltI-Iincar C)llla. CAT plus 4.3 kb NcoI-EcoRI 
competitor DNA fragment. 
mass of competitor DNA added to obtain the nominal 
competitor/fusion gene molar ratio desired. The total 
DNA mass injected was about 0.2 pg/egg. 
As in our previous studies (op cit) average CAT 
enzyme content per embryo in the reference samples 
that contained no competitor was generally 
1 .0-3 .0~ lo7 enzyme molecules per embryo. To pool 
the data shown in Fig. 2 these values have been used for 
normalization of the CAT enzyme content in the 
embryos within each experimental series. The CAT 
enzyme was measured in samples of 24 h embryos, and 
in Fig. 2 is expressed as a function of the molar ratio of 
competitor to CyIIIa . CAT genes actually incorporated 
per average embryo. These ratios were directly 
measured in aliquots of the same embryo samples by 
slot-blot hybridization, using competitor DNA and 
CAT DNA sequence probes. The experimental data fit 
by the solid line in Fig. 2 indicate that CATactivity falls 
off at a rate that is almost stoichiometric, with respect to 
the number of competing 5' regulatory sequences 
present. The best fit vaIue from the pooled data of 
Fig. 2 yields ~1'==0.76 (see legend of Fig. 2). Thus we 
have used ~ ~ ~ 0 . 7 6  as a normalization factor in most of 
the following experiments. These data clearly confirm 
that endogenous factors required for the expression of 
the CyIIIa . CAT fusion gene can be titrated away from 
the fusion gene by introduction of excess DNA binding 
sites. 
Coinpetirive titration in vivo by s~tbeleinerlts qf the 
Cyllla regulatory dornain 
To determine the effects on CyIIIa . CAT gene activity 
of titrating away those factors binding to individual 
subregions of the large regulatory domain, ure coin- 
jected various molar excesses of the subfragments 
identified in Fig. 1B. Many of these subfragments were 
also utilized for the gel-shift experiments of Calzone el 
al, (1988) by which the sites of interaction were initially 
located, and we have adopted the same subfragment 
nomenclature in the present account. Several include 
only a single site of DNA-protein interaction, How- 
ever, the PI. P2 and P6 subfragments contain two sites 
of interaction. and the P8 subfragment, which is par- 
ticularly complex. includes at least 8 protein-binding 
elements of three different classes (ThCzC et al. 1990). 
Two subfragments that do not contain sequences that 
farm DNA-protein complexes in vitro on reaction with 
embryo nuclear extracts are also shown on the map (X 
in Fig. 1B). Neither of these subfragments displayed 
any competitive function in our hands (results not 
shown), nor do subfragments extending 5.3kb 
upstream of the SphI site (see Fig. IA). In initial studies 
we found that microinjection of small DNA fragments 
(<l kb) does not reliably result in measurable repfi- 
cation during embryogenesis, probably due to failure to 
form concatenates that are su%ciently large to promote 
stable incorporation. To circumvent this problem each 
of the competitor DNA subfragments shown in Fig. lB,  
with the exception of the large subfragment containing 
the whole P8 binding region, was first ligated in virro to 
carrier genomic DNA. The actual concentration of the 
specific competitor sequence in each ligated DNA 
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preparation was measured by slot-blot hybridization. 
using a "P-labeled RKA probe. 
In each injection series. eggs obtained from a single 
female were coinjected with at least 1 2 0  molecules of a 
CyIIIa. CAT gene, together with increasing quantities 
of competing sequence that were always in molar excess 
1% ith respect to the CyIIIa . CAT DNA. Competition 
curves obtained it7 t.il*r) for each of nine nonoverlapping 
subfrag~nents that were derived from the CyIIIa 
regulatcrry domain are shown in Fig. 3. The average 
CAT enzyme content and the average competitor 
DNA:CyIIIa. CAT DNA ratio were measured in 
pooled embryo samples at 24 h. The average exogenous 
DNA amplification in the various injection samples 
ir*ithin a piven experiment was similar, and in different 
batches the values measured in the 24 h embryos ranged 
from about a 10-fold to an 80-fold increase over the 
amount of DNA injected per egg. Normalized exper- 
imental data were fitted to the same form describing the 
competition stoichiometry as above, and for each ex- 
periment a value for the competition efficiency coef- 
ficient A mas derived by nonlinear least squares. In 
Fig. 3. competition functions are shou7n for each of 10 
subfragments that contain k n o ~ n  sites of DNA-protein 
interaction identified iiz 1.in-o. These are presented in 
order of descending A values: i.e. the best competitors 
first. and the least effective last. The curve representing 
perfect conlpetition stoichiornetry (A=  1) is shown as a 
dotted line in each panel for comparison. Fig. 3A-F 
demonstrates immediately that a majority of the non- 
a \  erlapping subfragments tested function individually 
a% competitor5 against the whole CyIIIa regulatory 
domairt. and the P4. P5 and P8 subfragments enclt 
appears to compete as I$ ell as does the kshole regulatory 
domain. Each of these regions apparently contains an 
essential positiie regulatory site(s) baund by a factor or 
factors of limited a\ ailability relative to the number of 
competitor fragments incorporated. Fig. 3G-J shows 
that subfragments containing the binding regions for 
P6. P3. P3A and P7II. r e spe~ t i t~e l~~ .  displayed reIati\.eIy 
in\ignificant competitive activity. 
Quantitative data for these and some additional 
experiments are listed in Table 1. The values given by 
the parameter a' in the second column of Table 1 
estimate the competitive effect of the indicated subfrag- 
ment in each experiment. relative to the competition 
obtained ivith the cor?zplrte regulatory region. Pooled 
data for multiple experiments with given subfragments 
were used to assess the best overall value of the 
competition coefficient. given as al'in the third column 
of Table 1. Each of five different regions, i.e. those 
containing binding sites for P2, P4. P5, P71 and P8, 
compete be twen 10 % and 100 % (or better) than does 
the whole regulatory domain (i.e. a'30.1). An a' value 
of 1.0 would indicate that the competitive effect of the 
subfragment is equal to that of the fragment containing 
the entire regulatory domain. The n'values for DNA 
subfragments containing the binding sites for P3, P3A, 
P6 or P71I are belo\v 0.1, and that for PI is just above 
0.1. As discussed below. this result is unlikely to be due 
simply to high prevalence of the respective factors. 
Molar ratio: Competitor DNNCylIIa-CAT DNA 
Fig. 3. 117 ~vii-o competition by subelements of the CyIEla 5'- 
regulator) region in  transgenic embryos. At least 1200 
molecules of a CyIIIa . CAT gene fusion \sere injected at 
each point, tagether with varying numbers of competitor 
fragments that contain the binding regions for the indicated 
set of DNA-binding factors (Thkzk et al. 1990; see Fig. 1B). 
The relationship between aterage CAT activity per embryo 
and the average molar ratio of competitor DNA molecules 
to CyIIIa * CAT molecules incorporated is expressed as in 
Fig. 2. The competition coefficient LY (i.e. where ideal 
stoichiometric competition would generate a value for n of 
1.0) calculated for the whole regulatory domain in Fig. 2 
Bas used as a normalization factor to correct the individual 
data points in these experiments (see legend t o  Table 1). so 
that the competitive effect of the individual fragments 
would be compared directly to the effect of the whole 
domain. Thus. the dashed curves in A-J indicate the 
competitive behavior of the entire regulatory region. The 
solid curves, fit by least squares, indicate the behavior of 
the individual subfragments. Competition is near 
stoichiometric in A-C. There is little. if any, competition in 
F-J. Panels A-C, E, G, H, J show the least squares fit to  
the pooled experimental data obtained from more than one 
experiment. The data for the eighteen experiments shown 
here were derived from a subset of those experiments used 
to generate the value of a for the whole regulator! domain 
shown in Fig. 2 (data points from a single experiment are 
described by matching symbols in these figures). 
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Table 1. Coi?z~;lrtiti~*e eff ct in vivo ofsrrbfragt??erlts of 
the Cj-IlIn 5'-re~rilarory dontnir? 
0074(OW) 004(01X) 
0 144 (0  09) 
0 04 (0 17) 
0  06 (0 17) 
0  04 (0  16) 
Q 0 9 = ( 0 2 1 )  009(015)  
t1 07- (0 00) 
0 12 (0 (If) 
UOl((723) OOl(017)  
0  003 (0 06) 
" t , i ~ h  ctrnpet!tor suhtragmcnt 1s dert\ed from the entire C!Illa 5 ' -  
rcgul,~ior\ dornLnn and contarnc the blndtng regton\ tor the sets of DNA- 
t~ t i~~ i ing  tdcror\ t n c l ~ ~ ~ ~ r c d  In E I  1B (TttCze tar nE 1990. Calzone cr a1 1988) 
-7l1c retatr\c aitrilttes of the C!111,1. CAT reporter gene in the preqcnee 
of rnolitr e\ce\\cc of the lndrcsted competitor D\A suhtragment rn each 
e\prtmi'nt \\ere n~rm~ilizect usunll\ hi the \,tltx for the compet~t~on 
cttrzii r ~ \  b b *  fhcrent c.rrm,ired from the pooled control data shoun In Fig 2 
I hi< ~ J ~ L I L  1 \ 3 4  R=O -6 71\Cdrr\ out the nomaljzat~ons the f o i l o ~ ~ n g  
procedure \\d\ useti !, 15 t h ~  CX I , c< i t \ i i !  mc&i\urcment (a\er.qe moleculo 
CAT cnr\nic c m h o  rn the conipctltlnn sample. relatne to the aberagc 
molecute'- CAT enz\rni. ernbr\o In the control sample In \ \h~ch no 
competitor D% -5. \\a\ ri~cluded. ace htarerial\ and methods) \, IS the moldr 
rnllct [cubfr'igmcnt C!lIln .CAT] actu,ilI\ ~ncorpordted. b! dlrect 
n>ea\rtrcmenr (zec hl.irertal\ and method\) W 1s the conrpctltton efficient\ 
coefhctent tnd~catrng the trciction of cornpetltor funztion~ng In a manner 
qunnrltstt\el\ equl\alcnt to the respectt\e slte(s) on the rncorporated 
C \ l l l n .  CAT rnoteculc\ In general for thrs compctltton. !=(f&nz)-'  (Llkant 
cr ul 1%\) The normnl!?ed \atues denoted !(c 1,) are calculated as follo\\s 
\there "Y 1, the \ I I U C  of a uwd for the normalrzation. and \ ( l  . \ , )+( l+x, l - ' .  
\(I x , )= ( l+ i l \ , ) - '  A.: noted ahme hi \\a< u'ruall! 0 76 except for a fe\+ 
case\ ~ndic,rted (-ce &lo\\ in uhrch there \\ere sufficient rnternel control 
data. . r i z  that h \\,&s dcrned from that experiment rather thdn from the 
pooled data The re'iitlr!ng data reductrorr m ahe.te caw\ \ \d> rn fact nerer 
stgnificantl\ dependent on uhcther the Internal conkrd or rhc pmied .ia!rsc 
0 76 Rere uwd for thc normalrzattnn lnternal controls mere routrnel! used 
as d y~~d l i td t~ \e  ccreen tor occasronal batches of eggs in u h~ch  for some 
reason exen the control competltlon functioned not at all or %er? poorl!. 
probabl! becau\e rheze eggs dttl not adequatek support exogenous DNA 
a~~p l r f i c~~ t ion  The normahzed ),(x,). x, \slues bere fit to !,(x,)=(l-a'&,)-' 
h\ lea5r square$. and the \slue. of ahare those reported In the Table for the 
rndl\idual subfragment exprlmem\ For the last column of Table 1 all of the 
!,(\,) tnlues were pooled. the data uere refit. and an R" \slue estab11sht.d bq 
lea.;[ 5qudres Root mean square errors are reported In parentheses 
;For these e\periment\. u e  used rndt\iduall> determined efficrencj 
coefficients to obt'un a ' .  rather than O 76 ( I  e , rnd~\tduall! determined 
\alucs of N.  as rn note +. here the value for R for the C>IIla.CATcontrol 
~ r t h  the \\hole regulator\ dontam competitor in each of these part~cular 
e.rperrments) For P2. expenment 2. N=O 96. for Pb. eipenment 1. Nz0.73. 
P6. expenment 2. N=O 31 
8 hleasurements of CAT DNA and competrtor DNA content per embr?o 
s\cre nor made tn these ekpenmenrs The ~ a l u e s  calculated for a h e r e  
e\rlmdted bawd on the subfragment CAT DNA molar rattos introduced Into 
each egg These c\penment\ \\ere not utlhzed In calculdting A" 
Lethal effects of  competitive titration of tlzc P3B 
binding site 
The site labeled P3B in Fig. 1 includes a canonical 
octamer binding site (Theze et al. 1990). Uniquely 
among all the subfragments tested, competition with a 
subfragment containing only this site results in the 
death of 60 % to over 95 % of the recipient embryos, by 
the pluteus stage. in different experiments. In controls 
for these particular experiments, 95-100% of eggs 
injected only with a saturating number of CyIIIa . CAT 
molecules plus carrier DNA developed through hatch- 
ing blastula stage, and 70-80 % completed embryogen- 
esis normally. The same P3B injection solution that is 
lethal to recipient embryos is rendered harmless if 
treated with DNase prior to injection. 
The unusual lethality of P3B competition is particu- 
larly interesting because as shown earlier the adjacent 
P3A site, when injected on a fragment by itself, does 
not display competitive activity (Fig. 31; Table I),  and 
when the HindIII-DdeI 'P3' subfragment, which in- 
cludes both the P3A and P3B sites (see Fig. 1A) is 
injected, the results are the same as when the P3A 
subfragment alone is injected (see Table 1). That is, 
there is no significant competitive activity (a' is about 
0.03 for both subfragments), and no lethality is ob- 
served. The P3B factor is evidently required for the 
expression of genes that are necessary for viability, a 
not unlikely possibility since octamer binding sites have 
been reported in a great many different genes in 
mammals. and in several sea urchin histone genes as 
Lvell (Barberis et al. 1957). That the presence of the P3A 
site on the same competitor fragment with the P3B site 
'rescues' the embryos from the lethal effects of P3B 
competition suggests that. when P3A is bound at the 
adjacent sites, the essential P3B octamer factor is 
precluded from binding. and thus is not sequestered 
away on the competitor fragments. 
Discussion 
Cornperitive titmtion of positively actirzg factors ulitlzin 
the er?lbrj+o nuclei 
Livant et a!. (1984) showed that as the number of 
CyIIIa . CAT genes per emhvo  nucleus is increased, 
over a range from a few to several thousand, the 
amount of CAT enzyme expressed attains a platealc, 
after an initial phase in which CAT activity rises 
proportionally with incorporated gene number. The 
kinetics of the response can be fitted to the expected 
form for a saturation phenomenon. This is an interest- 
ing result which it is necessary to consider briefly before 
taking up the nature of the competitions that we present 
in this paper. About 90 % saturation of CyIIIa CAT 
expression occurs at 1050 specific sites per nucleus, 
implying that the limiting factors required for CyIIIa . 
CAT expression are % 916 b a n d  go specific sites at this 
level (D. Livant and E. Davidso~~,  unpublished). In the 
present experiments, we tried to approach saturation 
conditions by injecting 21100 rnolecules of CyIIIa. 
CAT per egg, plus in the competition samples, molar 
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excess of the individual sites being tested. On the 
saturation plateau, the excess sites compete with one 
anather for fartar molecules. As the site concentration 
incseaws in the nuciei, these factors progressively 
repartition from the non-specific sites with which they 
are reversibly associated to the added specific sites, 
according to the particular values of the partition 
function Ei, that obtain for each factor in 14%" ((Kr is the 
ratio of equilibrium constants for reaction of a given 
factor with its specific sites to that for reaction with non- 
specific DNA sites). cooperative binding amongst the 
many different factors required for productive ex- 
pression of CyIIIa . CAT, or additional stabilization of 
active transcription complexes, is also implied. Other- 
wise, as excess copies of the regulatory domain are 
introduced, the factors would distribute independently 
amongst then .  The number of completely loaded 
regulatory domains would thus decrease, and a decline 
in activity rather than the saturatiorl plateau observed 
convinci~lgly by Livant er a!. (1988) would result. 
The experiments shown in Fig. 2 confirm the evi- 
dence of Livant er al. (1988) that when the whole 
regulatory domain is introduced in molar excess with 
respect to saturating levels of CyIIIa.CAT. compe- 
tition fix. necessary factc3rs occurs in viva, This is 
reflected by an almost stoichiometric decrease in CAT 
expression, as a function of competitor:CyIIIa .CAT 
nlolar ratio. When similar competition is observed 
fo l lo~ing  introduction of molar excesses of a given site, 
as in the experiments of Fig. 3. these competitor sites 
thcreft~re must effectively titrate away the factor species 
that recc3gnizcis them specifically. However. we have not 
shown explicitly that the competitive effects are direct. 
For example the striking P5 competition shown in 
Fig. 3C could be an indirect result. were the seques- 
tration of the P5 factor actually to affect some regulat- 
ory gene. that in turn produces some other factor that 
affects CyIIIa . CAT expression. The improbability of 
such an interpretation depends on the frequency with 
LL hich factors required for regulation of the CyIlIa gene 
are also required for regulation of genes whose prod- 
ucts are necessary for CyIIIa expression, e.g. these 
same factors, or  polymerase compcments. aspects of 
processing mechanism. etc. Needless to say, that £re- 
quencj cannot yet be assessed. But, it is worth noting 
that in two cases where there is relevant deletion 
evidence, the same result is obtained by both deletion 
and competition methods. Flytzanis er al. (1987) 
showed that severe depression of CyIIIa + CAT ex- 
pression results from excision of the P8 sites (their ASP, 
ASPP deletions), or  of the P5 site (their AH deletion, in 
which exactly the same fragment was removed from 
CyIIfa.CKT as was used for the experiments of 
Fig. 3C). It follows that the strong competitions shown 
for the P5 and P8 sites in Fig. 3B and 3C are indeed 
direct rather than indirect effects. More generally, 
however. it is useful to recognize that excess site 
competition, and site deletion followed by gene trans- 
fer. are complementary rather than redundant ways of 
probing the significance of regulatory interactions in 
tlivo. Deletion does indeed reveal site function directly, 
but in the context of more or  less disturbed cis- 
reguiatory DNA structure. While this may usually be of 
secondary or no importance, interaction betbeen 
bound factors could depend in given cases on regulatorqf 
domain structure. In one example, a cardiac myosin 
light chain gene in which the relevant sites are closely 
apposed, intranuclear competitive titration yieIded con- 
sistent results where deletion did not (Braun er al, 
1989). Recently competitive titration has been used in 
studies of the regulatory molecular biology of sea 
urchin embryo histone genes (Lai er 01. 19891, human 
actin genes (Muscat et al. 1988) and a gut-specific 
esterase gene of C. elcgarts (McChee, personal com- 
munication). 
Iderzr$carion of posirively acrirzg CylIIa regularory 
sites 
The surprising result from the experiments shown in 
Fig. 3 and Table 1 is that out of ten subfragments tested 
five include sites that compete effectively at low molar 
excess with respect to CyIIIa . CAT expression. These 
are, in order of their competitive potency. the subfrag- 
ments containing the P4, P8(I+II+III), P5, P71 and 
PZ(I+II) sites. In addition, the P1 factor may compete 
weakly and P3B octamer factor is clearly necessary, 
though its role in CyIIIa gene regulation remains 
unspecified, since its sequestration in a minor fraction 
of cells is lethal to the embryos. The positively acting 
factors listed here are probably entirely different and 
independent of one another. since the sequences to 
which they bind are ~lholly distinct (Thkzk et al. 1990). 
and in ~.~irro measurements indicate that these factors 
are of different prevalences (Calzone et al. 1988). 
Furthermore, these particular factors accumulate in the 
embryo with different kinetics (Calzone er a/. 1988). 
and interact with different unique sets of genes (Thie- 
baud er al. 1990). The three most potent competitors are 
those subfragments bearing sites for factors P4, 
P8(I+II+III). and PS. In all of these cases, the indi- 
vidual subfragment competes within a factor of two as 
efficliently as does the whole regulatory domain. Con- 
sidering the statistical nature of these observations, and 
the failure of the whole donlain to compete ideally 
(a.zO.76; Fig. 2), it seems reasonable to conclude that 
the competitive efficiencies of these subfragments can- 
not be distinguished from that of the whole regulatory 
domain. Thus, each of these subfragments must be the 
site of absolutely required, positive interactions, with- 
out which CyIIIa - CAT activity is minimal. The preva- 
lence of the P4, P8 and P5 factors in the embryo nuclei 
is close to that of the CylIIa CAT gene introduced in 
our cnmpeti tion experiments (i.c. --500 molecules/ 
nucleus of P4 and PS, and about 1500 of the P8 factors). 
This prevalence will be rapidly exceeded as molar 
excesses of competitor sites are introduced. P4 is a 
CCAAT factor and the essentiaIity af this interaction is 
thus not surprising, though it may be noted that there 
are probably several different CCAAT binding factors 
in sea urchin embryos (Barberis er al. 1987). Although 
molar excesses of sites should also have been attained in 
viva for the relatively rare P71 factor (-200 copies/ 
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nucleus) and for P1 (-1 100 copies/nucleus). compe- 
tition in these cases is only around one-fourth to one- 
sixth as efficient as with the whole domain. Unless the 
PI and P71 factors are distributed to only a small subset 
of cells. in %hick their concentrations per nucleus would 
be 5-lox higher, it can be concluded that these 
interactions are not individually abssiureiy required for 
CyIIIa- CAT function, as are those mediated by the 
sites on the P3. P8 and P5 subfragments. Yet they are 
necessary for maximum activity. 
There can be two reasons for failure of competition 
when competition sites are introduced: factors with 
relatively low K, will not partition to the added sites 
efficiently; and for factors that are very prevalent it is 
more difficult to introduce a true excess of specific sites. 
High endogenous factor prevalence (-- 
nucleus) could easily explain the relatively weak com- 
petition displayed by the P2 subfragment. The number 
of CyIiEs - CAT genes plus competitor would only begin 
to exceed the number of P29 and P21I factor molecules 
at the highest molar excess- rrrilized (cf. Fig. 3E). Thus 
it cannot be excluded thdr one or both of the P2 factors 
is not as essc~~tial  s at least one of the P8 and the P4 
and PS factors: that is. that the efficiency of P2 
subfragment competition is depressed to about one- 
fifth of the competition efficiency of the whole domain 
onl!. because of failure to achieve site/factor ratios 
equivalent to those in the other experiments shown. It is 
not feasible to introduce greater masses of DNA 
kbithout incurring risk of embryo lethality irrespective 
of the sequence injected (McMahon et al. 1985). On the 
othcr hand. ttrc almost complete failure of the P3A. P6 
and P711 subfragments to compete effectively cannot be 
explained simply in the same wa). The average num- 
bers of molecules of these factors per nucleus are not. 
bery different than those for which clear competition 
u as obtained (P3A. -720 molecules/nucleus: P6, 
-2800 molecules/nucleus: P7II. -- 1480 molecules / 
nucleus; Calzone er al. 1988). Though the K, values of 
these factors differ (Calzone er al. 1988). they are all 
sufficientlr, high so that competition should have been 
obscrced at the molar ratios actually achieved, were 
these positively acting factors required for embryonic 
CyIIIa . CAT expression. 
The Cyl l la  regularor? dotnain is a logic switch 
Interference with the interactions so far discussed 
depresses CyIIIa CAT function in viva. but in all cases 
the residual expression is spatially mmect. As shown in 
the accompan\ing paper (Hough-Evans er al. 1990), in 
embryos with reduced CyIIIa . CAT function due to in 
vivo titration, CAT mRNA is still confined to aboral 
ectoderm cells. While these interactions are all positive 
in sense, the P3A and P711 subfragments. which do not 
competitiveIy titrate down CyIIIa . CAT activity (Fig. 3 
and Table 1). function in t3ivo as negative regulators of 
spatial expression. Viewed as a functional unit, the 
CyIIIa regulatory domain can be seen to require that a 
number of distinct factor-site interactions take place in 
order for the gene to function properly in time, in space 
(i.e. cell lineage) and in amplitude. The inference from 
what we are learning airnut this developmental gene 
regulatory system is that the multiple interactions it 
requires are not, as may appear superficially, redundant 
in a functional sense. They exist to carry out diverse 
biological fui?crions. Perhaps each bears a specific 
functional relation to the biological status of the cell, 
that is, to developmental stage, state of specification or 
lineage, etc. In the case of the P8 and P5 factors, for 
example, which seem at first sight to function redun- 
dantly, i.e. as essentially positive regulators (this 
paper), we have good reason to suspect quite different 
biological roles. The P8 factors are present in the 
embryo before the CyIIIa or CyIIIa CAT genes are 
activated, and their concentration remains unchanged 
as development proceeds (Calzone er al. 1988). Thus 
they are unlikely to be responsible for temporal acti- 
vation. but to be needed as amplitude controll&rs. On 
the other hand, the same study shows that the P.5 factor 
rises dramatically over the same period in which this 
and other aboral ectoderm genes are turned on (David- 
son, 1989). P5 could control this important temporal 
developmental function, since it too is essential for 
expression, and this factor is probably utilized in the 
regulatory domains of several other genes that are 
activated at the same stage of development (Thiebaud 
er a!. 1990). Thus we think of the CyIIIa regulatory 
system as a developmental logic switch, in the sense that 
it converts the multielement pattern of individual. 
functionally diverse interactions within it, into a single 
scalar function. viz.  increase (or decrease) in the rate of 
transcriptional expression. 
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